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Remember
We carry

a

good

line of

HARNESS, BLANKETS AND
ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS,
ETC.
Our line of

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES
!«. larger than

ever

before.

Prices Reasonable.

10. k G. w. Frottiingham,
South Paris, Maine.

A. W. Walker &. Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
ALSO

—

—

Cement sidewalks mailt* in i8 :»nd
^4 inch squares for $1.25.per square
\ .ml.
Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.
HOLLISTER'S

stosty MountainforTea Nuggets

A Busy Medicine
Busy People.
Br'aga Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
··> itlc for
Λ
Constipation, Itxhttestiou. Live
I Ki in ν Trouble*. Pimples. ho/eiun. Impur*
; ll.il Bivaih. Sluirg'.sh liowels, H-ailach·
I
Uack«.ti«\ It's Rovky Mountaiu Tea in tab·
form, SS cents a b«>x. Ofnuin» mude by
II 1. .srtit bira Company, Madison, Wis.

u'JLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE

Homo Laundry
Laillta'

>V«»hli»K«

Shirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty.
Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill St*ret,
South Paris.
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THE VET-

DAIRY FARMER.

Recent years have developed a number
problems for the dairy farmer to
study out, says John Gould in the Ohio
Farmer. They have shown him some
things he needed to know. One has
only to talk with a dozen different dairymen and get their opinions, to realize
the "drifting,''' the vagueness of thought,
aud the lack of solid intelligence that
The majority persisteutly
prevails.
ignore the helpful side, believing that
outside of themselves there is little
worth seeking, and that dairying at the
be.st is a game of luck and chance.
When one tinds a man who is making
a success with his dairy, making an
actual profit, lie tinds one who seeks
He is alafter knowledge continually.
ways on the alert fur information that
will apply to his busiuess. He knows
what he don't know, and seeks for the
information needed. This leads to the
question, "What should a dairyman
know in these fast passing years?" No
busiuess on earth needs a wiser, more
calculating head thau dairying does.
We briefly group some of the essential
things to know in future dairying.
The dairyman must, first of all, be
intelligent, must be of an inquiring
mind, active in seeking out facts in
stead of evidence to coutirm pet notions
A collection of errors alor hobbies.
ways brings waste and loss. The owner
of a dairy must read, think, plau and
marshal all the forces at his command.
He must spend time, and money sometimes, to get the knowledge needed.
What father knew is uo more applicable
to dairying to-day, than the methods of
iron mills in 1S0U are to the processes in
vogue now. Dairying is not a business
governed by a few cast-iron rules. It is
a constant evolution, and the dairyman
must meet the new conditions and en
viromnents that arise and surround him.
One of the greatest needs is better
"cow-judgment." Seven dairies out of
teu are mixtures of all breeds and qualities, under the shadow of "poor relations." No dairy of mixed breeding ever
gained high prominence, nor did the
crossing of two dairy breeds ever produce the excellent qualities of both, or
either, for that matter, and the second
and
cross deteriorated in production
breed characteristics.
"Sports" may,
and do, crop out, by reversion, and maybe of astonishing excellence, but are of
little value as foundation stock. A dairyman may be a good judge of cows, able
to pick the best out of his neighbors'
herds, but his success contributes to the
failure of all the herds he draws from.
The dairyman must be well grounded in
breeding, mating, "nicking". Ile must
believe that the dairy cow of the future
is to be an animal of home-farm production. He must be the moulder of his
lieril and know how to do it.
The farmer was never brought "up
against" the feed question as he is to-day.
Rapidly increasing values of grain, the
mixing of feeds, the balanced ration, and
the cheapest feed, are some of the things
that perplex him. Ignoraut of what a
good dairy ration is, he often gets the
most worthless feeds m seeking for the
cheapest. In a season of cheap wheat
and high corn a farmer who Haw the sign
out, "Iloiulny Sas." said: That settles it;
I'll buy tw-cent wheat, grind it, and
stiffen up its protein with oil meal at
Mill sweepings, screenings and
♦->
■ •at hulls ground
to-gether and sold at
fcis (probably worth $7), would not
tempt this man. This is one thing to
know—what are cheap feeds and what
A man can easily deare dear ones.
rations" as "cow
nounce "balanced
bosh," but it is costly to buy feeds and
guess at results.
Closely akin to this is the question—
what can the farm produce for the dairy?
It is time for the farmer to tind out howhe may be independent of the grain pits
of Chicago. It has beeu said that "the
wheat pit of Chicago is only 30 feet
across but it is as deep as hell." Dairymen
must shun these pits and buy and produce 011 the farm with more understanding. This leads to the question of raisWill alfalfa
ing protein on the farm.
grow'.» Can clover be made £o catch with
Cau the silo
more certaiuty, and how?
be made to play a greater part in feeding.' Is it the solution of the summer
soiling business? Will a bushel of ensilage tike the place of a grain ration in
July? Will succulent food benefit cows
Will
more than the same food dried?
roots added to silage make a better ration than eithor alone? What is the limit
All these are
of feeding for profit?
questions for study and solution.
What about soils, tillage, fertility?
How are these to be made to work together for profit? What is humus?
What is ^virgin fertility" and how can
the cow man restore it? What about the
barn, and sanitation? In the northern
states cows are boused in good stables
hours a day for four or five monthe.
What about light, ventilation and health?
There are plenty of cow stables, but how
many have "'comfort" written on every
board in the structure? This is a question for much study, with all notions and
prejudice put aside. Cow comfort is cow
profit. The cow can't talk but the scales,
used oOô days in the year, talk for her.
If any one thing calls for greater study
in dairy management it is ventilation—
not the wind blowing through the stables
as it listeth, but real, proper, sanitary
ventilation.
We have given only a few hints.
More and more is continually being required of the dairy and dairyman. A better cow must be secured aud she must
be fed with better understanding and
The dairy redacts the handiwork
care.
of its owner. If the majority of dairies
fall below the requirements of the times,
it is because such sermons as this are
really needed.
of
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Thrice per Dey Cow Feeding.
Prof. J. H. Grisdale, before the agricultural committee of the house of com-

Twice

or

mons, reported an experiment to ascertain whether cows should be fed two or
The latter was the
three times a day.
at about oue half the eo·» of an* rug
custom among the majority of farmers,
M.
you can buy. Sen·! for booklet
but at the Experiment farm only two
Mr. Grisdale
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
feeds a day were given.
said that practice at the farm wae to
jM Congre.*· street.
MAINE.
feed the cows in the morning, about5:30,
PORTLAND.
with ensilage and roots, meal and a
small amount of hay. The same ration
was given again about 8:30 lu the afternoon.
During the past winter, an experiment was conducted to find out whether
Hem
I'eeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir,
it would be more profitable to give three
lock and Poplar, delivered on cant a t meals a day. A number of cows were
Kethei
to
Pownal
from
any Κ. K. Station
given two meals a day, and another lot
the coming year.
three meals. At the close of the experiE. W. PEVLEY, West Parie.
ment the following conclusion was
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
drawn: That there is practically no dif1901.
May 30,
ference in the amount of feed consumed
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Meadows and Pastures.
Â8 pastured and meadows get old
they become sodbound and less proThe available fertility of the
; ductive.
soil has largely been exhausted and
much of it is locked up in the immense
root system which has developed by the
thick growth of grass. If the field is
one which can be used in growing other
crops, the best plan is to break the sod
when the grass has reached the stage
described, and seed new fields to grass.
If it is desirable, however, to continue
the use of the meadow or pasture, a
new growth may be secured with some
grasses by thoroughly disking and harrowing the sod early in the spring.
This will have the effect of destroying
part of the grass plants, whose roots
will soon decay, furnishing plant food
for the growth of new grass. The disking also breaks up the compact condition caused by the tramping of the
stock, and aerates the soil, and the
mulch of mellow earth acts to conserve
the soil moisture, thus favoring the
growth of grass.
Now, if with the above treatment
fertilizers be applied the yield of grass
may be profitably increased. No better
fertilizer can be applied to grass than
barnyard manure. The top dressing
applied in the fall or early winter serves
during the winter as a cover to protect
the grass roots from the extremes of
temperature. As spring opens the rain
carries the nutriment from the manure
down to the roots of the grass, stimulating an early strong growth which
continues throughout the season. During the summer the manure acts as a
mulch to keep the water on the soil,
thus protecting the plants more or lees
from the infiuence of drouth.
There is no more convenient place to
haul the manure than on the grass land,
and there is no crop which responds
more rapidly and gives more profitable
results than does grass, and it is not
necessary to wait until the pasture or
meadow is old and worn out before making liberal applications of manure.
When the purpose is to plow up the sod,
the manure should be applied a year
previous to breaking. This will not
only cause a larger growth of grass during the season following the manuring,
but by ^increasing the root growth and
adding to the humus of the soil the land
will be left more fertile for seeding
crops.—A. M. Ten Eyck, Kansas Experiment Station.

Nothing and
Everything

I

Bits of Barnyard Sense.
When the cattle are through the bare
put them up, and put them all up. Do
not leave one or two down and then
drive stock that way. Lots of cattle,
especially young stock, are made unruly
just that way. Muke them jump over
one bar to-day and to-morrow they are
ready to go over two and so on until no
bars, however high, will stop them.
There is more human nature about cattle than you and I imagine.

Every living thing
are no exception.

cows

By FRANK H. SPEARMAN
Ô

Spearman

Ο

WITCHBACK
between
lay
two summer resorts in Colorado, one a large and prosperous town, a very swell town
with u group of very swell springs, the
other nothing more than a huge hotel
up the gorge at Spanish Peaks, huug
about by granite tapestries hard as the
manager's heart.
When ΚI Toledore mine was smoking. as they put It for a lively market,
Swltehbaek boasted a lively population. with three shifts on—500 men—
»ut never at any time more than one
!.oss.
lie was El Toledore manager,
mining engineer and superintendent—
•John Bialr. He was boss.
'i'he highway that eonueeted the resorts crossed the Switchback street between the boarding house and the depot. The sun at the noon hour heat Intently on it. ami John Blair, on the

traveling.

I know of men who are in the habit of
currying off their cows with the milking
stool. That is not the best way. The
teeth are too far apart to do good work.
The cows know it, too, and sit down on
every man who treats them that way.—
Farmer Vinceut, in The Farm Journal.

Pointers.

It is too much to ask a chick to furnish enough blood for its own growth
Rout the
and that of a colony of lice.
vermin and give cliickie a show.
A surplus rooster is an ex pensive ornaEat or sell
ment in the poultry yard.
the surplus roosters before they eat double their value.
Time spent in learning to prevent
poultry diseases will be less than that
spent in trying to eifect cures.
Don't wait for mites to appear before
Whitewash
beginning to fight them.
the house twice a summer, and kerosene
the perches every week or two.
For confined chickens an excellent
fine
green food is ouion tops chopped
and mixed in the mash twice a week.
A noted breeder says whenever he
hears much complaint of eggs not hatching, he is pretty sure the iayers were
croupy the winter before.
It hardly pays to starve chicks into
eating what they do not like. Cut it out
of the diet, and find other things.
The cost of food to increase the live
weight of chickens 100 lbs., is from $3
to $5 less when the birds are fed in
crates, than when fed in yards. When a
fowl is at rest, and food is turned into
tlesh instead of energy, it is evident the
same amount of food will lay more
weight on the carcass than when the
fowl is exercising, though confinement
can only be brief, or health will finally
suffer. Skim milk with ground grains
is a good fattening ration.

John Blair had been through oue lynching at Switchback. Before the women
saw the feint he had the pair in the
waiting room. But men were strag
gling down the street. The autocrat
listened with growing anxiety for the
screech of the Kerkwater train, then

nearly due.

"It will be here in a minute!" he exclaimed as the frightened musicians
looked to him. "Get on this train and
get out of here! Get your tickets!" he
repeated in Italian to the bear tamer.
"What are you crying about V" he asked of the girl as the man started for

"I couldn't help
the ticket window.
killing your bear. It was his fault. He
Is that
gave it no water. Understand?

your husband?"

"Si, signor," she stammered tremblingly. He looked at her closely.
Where the neckerchief had been torn
with
away the creamy skin contrasted

her travel stained face, and the tears,
coursing down, channeled through the
dirt to a color that burned with blood.
"Husband, eh? Look here, does he

(torch of Mrs. Jackson's boarding beat you?"
"X-no, signor."
house, melting the last of his favor"Yes, he does," persisted tlie autoite tobacco into blue haze, was sinkcrat,
queeiiy eying her.
his
ear
when
a
doze
caught
ing into
"Oil, no, no, signor!"
the sound of laughter, different from
The train lumbered down to the staHe opened his
Switchback laughter.
There was one more bridge to
eyes—like the cliff road, they were tion.
cross, the distance from the depot door
a
and
a
man
saw
and
dusty—and
gray
to the cars. Tlie platform was black
woman coining down from the gorge.
However
with a fermenting crowd.
woman
the
and
a
led
man
The
bear,

curried a violin.
ltight in front of the boarding house
Whether
the bear became perverse.
from heat or from the odors of Mrs.
Jackson's kitchen, he settled back on

his haunches and vigorously resisted
every effort to get him forward. The
man pulled at liim, and the woman
pulied; both together pulled and
seemed to And it very funny. The boss
of Switchback—let us say flatly, the
autocrat—gradually woke to the contest.
Mining engineers know a little
of everything, even bears, an I with half
an eye expose. 1 the autocrat saw the
animal wis thirsty and that the "da-

goes,"

to use the word in his mind, were

more

don't you water the brute, you idiot?
Don't you see he's thirsty?" The musician turned in surprise. "I say, why
don't you water him?" repeated the au"You'll never
tocrat, lazily insolent.

start hlui that way."
The woman caught lier companion s
arm and, looking John Blair's way,
spoke to her associate. John was only
a brownish, mineral looking chap, but

his voice rang in a domineering way.
The Italian, nodding, gave his companion the chain and trotted over to the
corner store. Just as he entered it Mrs.
Jackson's little girl, spying tlie show,
rushed from her kitchen into the street
with a western slice of bread and butter and headed straight for the bear.
The apparition must have seemed to
him In the nature of a special Providence, for, jerking the chain from his

mistress' hand, he dashed at the bread
and butter like a grizzly. The Italian
girl screamed, and Mrs. Jackson's
yelled. John heard, and to
youngster

hear was to move, but before he could
cross the narrow street the bear had
borne the child, slice and all. to the

ground.
The frightened girl with the violin—
John saw she was young and slight—
l>eat her hands and panted in a pretty
terror. Reaching the child's side with

astonishing bounds, tin» autocrat, seizins the bear's collar, jerkinl it oft' tlie
bawling urchin. Thoroughly and excusably enraged, the bea-t turned on
the Interloper, and with the utmost air
of business. The encounter was short,
for miners and bears are instant in
Η t;iit.
The frightened Italian girl,
grasping her violin, saw the bear,
springing wickedly, tear at Itlair's arm.
In a very
thrown out as a buffer.
Hash the struggling pair fought In
The Italian rushed from the
blood.
store with his tardy bucket, but not
until the autocrat had by a shrewd
and merciless twist hurled the boar to
the ground and put back into its sheath

dripping knife he had passed across
The unfortunate
the brute's throat.
bear had taken the worst of It.
Meantime the child's mother ran
shrieking Into the street, and a dozen
swarmDry bread crumbs, mixed with one- women from as many shanties
quarter their weight of raw egg, then ed after her. The Italian girl shrank
dried until not sticky, is a fine food for iu dismay beside lier companion, while
John Blair stepped quickly to them.
young chicks or poults.
If you wish to build up a good trade,
"Sorry I had to kill your bear, Tostamp your eggs and label your boxes ny," he said to the bewildered musiof carcasses, that he who eats may know
cian. "It's your fault, not taking care
their source. But don't put your address
He jumped on the child. 1
of him.
on addled eggs or consignments of old
interfered to keep you out of trouble.
roosters.
The man who thinks a few mongrels, This is a bad camp for your sort. They
a
hung three dagoes here a few years ago.
any old shed, a bag of musty corn, and
pail of stagnant water, are going to en- They'd swing you up and light their
left
will
rich his farm,
get
pipes on you if your bear did any
Poultry culture used to be thought fit damage. You'd host get out—see?—
for women only, to make their "pin
and be lively al>out It! Understand?"
money." But it must be thought men'e he added in Italian, for the women
business now, so many men are editing
the frightpoultry papers. Anyway, raising 20th were already closing about
century poultry takes brains, whether encd pair.
villains!"
the murderin'
masculine or feminine.
"Them's
Curing diseased fowls is rarely worth tbouted Mrs. Jacksou, dragging her
to
be
not
likely
while, because they are
innocent vindictively up by the wrist.
"as good as new." They are likely to
"Look a' the poor little gyurl! They'd"
and
to
perpetubecome diseased again,
There was a
to be lynched!"
ate the same sort of sickness in their ought
chorus of echoes.
offspring.
•"Ow can we get out?" anxiously
Whitewashing poultry houses two or
three times a year, with a little carbolic asked the man of John Blair.
acid and coal oil in the wash, will large"Blast it! Get out the way you got
ly prevent mites and lice. Let the wash iu—hit the path!" exclaimed the autobe hot and thin, and put into all cracks. crat
impatiently; but, glancing at the
The chick does not come from the
mob of women and children
gathering
Fiue
shell with gravel in its crop.
—the men were fortunately undergravel should be furnished in the shape
ground or asleep—the autocrat changed
of sharp sand and powdered bone.
his advice. Things were shaping themselves with the speed of a cyclone. The
Quality Wins in Eggs.
The grocer soon learna that he must Italian girl shrank closer to him. A
send good eggs to his customers or be burly Switchback dame tore at her
will not have them long, and the farmer face, and she huddled, frightened,
who is progressive will soon learn that
against his arm. The virago's lingers
he must do the same, says Farm and
missed the girl's cheek, but they caught
"fresh"
word
The
Live Stock Journal.
the kerchief eff her-neck. The bear
mean
a
to
when applied
great
eggs may
lamer interposed to resent the assault
not
a

The egg-grower
in the amount of milk produced be- deal, or It may
The who wishes to create a regular demand
tween two or three feeds a day.
former is the more profitable way, how- for bis eggs at high prices must market
ever, on account of involving lees labor his stock promptly, for there is nothing
that so disgusts the experienced handler
aud time.—The Farmer's Advocate.
of eggs as to find that the eggs he bought
held in the country
The college graduates from the agri- for fresh have been
Storage eggs
cultural courses, if not so situated as to for two or three weeks.
immedireturn to the home farm, find places that are pnt in the refrigerator
after they are laid, come out bet·
open and awaiting them at liberal sala- ately
have elapsries. Are the classes from any other ter, after four or five months
And ed, than the egga that are allowed to
course as well situated as a body?
farmer's pantry for a
better than this, should they hold tu remain in the
their chosen calling there are homei month after they are laid before they
awaiting them where a larger share oi are marketed.
the comforts and pleasures of life and a
A successful poultryman offers the
larger measure of independence are to be
found than in any other field of effort.
following simple hints for keeping the
young brood in health: Give clean water
Mud endangers foot rot, but dirty, and plenty of variety of cracked and
wet pens are worse in thia
reaped whole grains, mostly in a dry state; keep
than mud.
chicks oat of the grass in rain or dew. I
or

J905, by

Prank 11.

wrap this around my nrm. Have ir little souse," coaxed the man of blood
and steel, confronting tlie serious danIn Ills
ger as lie twisted the kerchief
hand about lils forearm. All the while,
too, he had been edging back toward
with his Italians Iwliind him.
the

depot,

stupid than their class, for they
seemed wretchedly awkward at handling their property. The man began to
prod him with a stick. The woman
shook her violin rather alarmingly at
the beast, and bruin, accepting the
needs exercise; challenge, squared himself.
I think of this
"Hey, there, Tony," sang the autoadvise keeping
crat. interfering by virtue of his job in
the year round.
Inside camp limits, "why
to do. You everything

when I see some folks
the cows in the stable
It is not the natural thing
would not bo at your best shut up that
way; neither is the cow. Takes fresh
air'and sunshine to make a cow kick up
her heels, and it is the cow that does
kick up her heels that gives good,
healthy milk.
Now, this does not mean that the
cows should be driven off a mile or two
through howling winds and storms to
g«-t what water they want to drink.
This is the way more than one man does,
though, and it is going to the other
The middle of the highway is
extreme.
the best place for you and me to do our

Poultry

r

)

Renovating

John Blair, pushing him back, snatch-

ed the scarf from the woman's hand
and rebuked her by name. Then he

turned.

"Great God!
these women.

pieces.

Don't

touch

one

of

They'll tear you to
Keep cool, now. uiy boy, or

air." There
your heels will cool In the
was a touch of anxiety In his voice.
With a deft move he got the Italians
behind him and tried to appeal to the
women.

"'Twae she

set

the

beast on

the

child!" screamed John's landlady, making a rush.
"Nonsense, Mrs. Jackson!" scoffed

John. "It was all an accident The
There's no
kid Isn't even scratched.
Here,
Didn't I see It?
harm done.

the music!:· ii felt, the autocrat looked
lazily confident, and the minute tlie
train pulled in he threw open the door
and marshaled the silenced minstrels
It needed Just a match to fire
out.
yet no oue cared to strike it in

things,

mind went instantly to exhaust faun.
Lock and look as he would, tie never
He knew about such things, knew the caught lier ryes; unless ou ce. iu t:·.^ repull of them, how they sucked the at- pented uoJ.Z.ag —so peculiarly girliob
mosphere out of a corner «11 at once, —one no«! f jr hl;n. Her tliou.^':' :'~?ζι·
and his gasp was evidence that the air ed fur from I'pr biiiînw, and her com·
had left tho corner he occupied. John pnniou nu.'-jed her to c!rei:l;;f«
knew nothing ahout summer hats, as
big as ToleJore ore baskets, nothing
of trains that spread like Japanese
fain over waxed floors and dresses
thai made the autocratic blood sweep
Into the heart and out again at precisely the sair.e instant, but he did know

something of ventilation.
Ag.iln t!u· I eat of the mus!c drew her
from acro.-s the room toward him, and
he 1(11 the ] res-uue registering inside,
lie carght ag.iia a glimpse of her face,

he;· l!p j·.!.;( parted by a smile. At the
lut η—(he tt.i ii which bore her away—
her eyes t ).· an instant certainly rested
on his, ami she was gine.
Twice again that evening John saw
her fairly, «nice in the promenade,
when fhe passed on the arm of the

Ivorii-d youth who had led lier through
the waltz. Passing, her glance met his
look. lier eyes, no matter where cast
or how. were glorious. And Sister Ilattie whispered. "John, isn't she magnifi-

Hut John was silent.
They were birds of passage, the Lynn
people. Next day they were off to their
headquarters at Stelle's, up the Notch.
One day the autocrat was driving
with Huttle when a big drag from
In
above rolled swiftly past them.
the back of it. beside a particularly ofcent?"

Even next day In the mornafter
ing hour with the Iluffnlo set and
the luncheon and after the lazy interval John Hlair's repose was still unthe
settled as If by a swell that marks
sea after the wind dies.

nothing.

bear.
Jump In there, Tony,
The man vaulted into the car.
"Come!" exclaimed the autocrat to the
girl, taking her arm. Then his eyes met
hers, and he hesitated. "Look here,"
he muttered, bending over for lier ana

lively!"

"does he beat you?"
The women behind crowded menacingly up. The yelling was a bedlam,
that
yet 110 one broke over tlie ami
swer,

barred the frightened girl.
"No, 110, signor!" she cried, shrinking
with fear. "Puta me In—up—please!"
The autocrat laughed. Ile bent down
again, and with the conductor lifting
his hand for the startiug signal he said

if he beats you, come back here to me,
and I'll kill him." The 1110b was surging. and the train was moving.
"Puta me In! Oh, puta me In!" she

cried.

"Ilere you go, then:" no inugueu, sou"<«et
ly ditching her by the girdle.
back there. Tony!" he roared as the

bear tamer leaned anxiously forward.
will you —you bruteV"
"Get away
John was carrying the frantic girl forward with the movement of the train.
"Now, up you go! One, two. three!"
With the word he swung her. Slie rose
light as a watch spring, bounded cleanly into the ojien door and into her companion's arms. Curran smiled.
Blair turned on his campful of pets
and. raising both arms, chaffed them
back and across the street to show the
—

dead bear. Then, as if by inspiration,
he appointed a committee for a grand
barbecue that night, in which his good
people should feast on the spoil of the

enemy.
Peace restored in Switchback, he
walked to the boarding house, telephoned for the company surgeon and
went to his room. Spilling a basinful
of water, he unwrapped the neckerchief from his arm. As he was about
to throw it Into the paper basket a
faint odor arrested him. He looked at
it again. The coloring was gray, delicate as the texture, soft—very soft it
was—and made a setting for the red
His
that dabbled the sober ground.
arm was

bleeding freely.

The surgeon arrived and heard all
about it. He cauterized the wounds.
There was some laughing and more
But John took a moment,
tobacco.
when the doctor's eyes were in his instrument case, to drop the gray kerchief, with its red blotches, into a
The medical man spoke of
drawer.
the teeth of the l>ear, but the mind of
the autocrat went to the woman's
teeth as "slgnor" trembled between
The idea stole over him that
tbem.
of her half hearted dein

ir.ayto,

spite

nial*, the brute did beat her. In Switchback, where but one woman passes In

lifetime, one may indulge fancies,
and that night when the print of the
a

wondered
Itched he
claws
bear's
whether she would ever come back if
she were beaten and speculated on how
bad she would have felt if he had Just
let them hang Tony and pulled her

safely out of it

East for a vacation—the first In years
—John Blair went home to Buffalo, got
his sister Uattie and took her with him
lakes.
Passing
up to the ttangeley
thirty-three, the autocrat was grayish;
Hattle was
his eyes sleepy as ever.

word ?"

I

£

—J

She uhumud lier epccUitors.
Toward evening the women began,
on the
was their wont, to gather
Hattie, happy with a Yale

us

porches.

of promise-summer promise—sat
to comIn the Buffalo corner and tried
fall gridprehend something about the
the Itamsey
Iron. With her friends,
like a
girls, sat Mr. Howard Tifft, and,
various
among
convalescent toper,
John
guests of distinction lounged
set
Blair. It was one of those groups
as AaAa
down by society Bradstreets
man

Al.
least
While the Jests flew or were at
made
diligently launched and laughter

there
more or less sincere
of
down the Notch road a pair
In
wandering musicians. The woman,
a tamthe lively colors of Italy, carried
bourine, the man a violin. As they
of the
drew near the Buffalo angle
the
porch and a prospective audience his
stuffed his cap into

response

came

man

halted,

glid-

of the waits
that she acJohn Blair's

Two nunureu eyes were iwuneu un
tli cm.
"What can John mean?" faltered hie
sister. And the Yale man laughed. But
a

turtle to his Inaudible

"lie arts as If he meant business,"
suggested Mr. Howard Tlfft mildly. "I
reckon he's dropped in too much monbut
ey. and he's kicking for change,
she's not giving up."
When the big engineer finally rejoined his group the Italians were scurrying down the road, and Ilattle was
leady to be carried upstairs.
"It's nothing," explained John lazily.
"We had a lynching at Switchback
three years ago—bad affair; three Italian». I was sure that girl was one of

the two who escaped. She insists not.
Is it too near dinner time for an apollinaris or lemonade?"
"It will take something more than
Icmomi'lc ίο square this. J. IV." d»*clared Howard Tlfft. with dignity, whereupon John offered to pay whatever pen-

and with a muddy bow began
comrambling tune on his violin. Ills
alty might be indicted.
stood be·
······
panion, her eyes cast down,
side him In an attitude of waiting; yet
It was the regular night of the Lawmost eyes fell on her, resting, rather ford
danco, and the Lynn crowd from
than on the man gradually working Stelle's had come over in force. The
efhimself Into a grotesque physical
autocrat, If anything, sleepier than
fort.
trailed with the Buffalo conusual,
The tune done, there came some pertingent.
a litfunctory applause. The violinist,
"Aren't they Just too swell?" extle man. with trousers generously long, claimed Ilattle excitedly.
"Oh, why
taking
and,
In
acknowledgment,
bent
in Buffalo.

pocket
a

artist of
bit of camgreater pretense might
the
bric, he wiped his face on It with
This drew
of
Naples.
pathos
gentle
more applause. lie put his hand upon
his heart and bent lower. Even his
companion smiled, but only at him; her
face held rather away from the audihis cap from his

pocket

as an
a

ence.

Stooping then, the musician dusted
with his cap a spot on the macadam
no bigger than a dinner plate. Ile dust-

ed in turn the ill used cap apologetically on his trousers and stuck it back
of this with an air
into hie

don't they make shoes
Is
John? See that baldheaded man.
It his picture we see on the billboards,
John? I'm going to meet some of those
people or die. Howard Tlfft knows that
stunning fellow with the mustache.

It was the
with the queen's sweep and
the basket hat.
ami
"Green dress and black hat
Did you ever? Well, it
green shoes.
is swell. Isn't it? Why don't you wake
up?" rattled Hattie. "Oh. there comes

John!

There she conies!"

Lynn girl

—

Howard—by by!"

It was not until long after the danchad begun that Ilattie came back
ing
of Introduction. Ile bowed again—this
under the shadow of the Lynn mustime to his companion—aud profoundtache. But on the other arm leaned an
ly. It whs as if he humbly said, "Sig- especial prize—she whose costumes had
nora «vill you honor IhemV" and, smilso long been Ilattie's despair, she of
ing, lie looked toward his audience as the black hat.
The
though to beg their consideration.
"Oh, John! Come down, brother! I
pantomime was Italian anil g.»o.l—ap- want to present you." The autocrat,
plause, a slight courtesy from signora staggering a bit within, stepped out
and a tuning at the violin to enhance
on the dancing floor.
the Importance of the introductory
"My unknown friend, Miss Bucker.
steps.
John. My brother, Miss Itucker." Miss
tune
dance
rip- Bucker
Then a queer little
hardly bowed under her prize
pled from his Angers. Signora, slowly hat. It was more of a nod. which Just
drawing up her little body, swayed to frightened the black plumes ami set
It, at first as if by suggestion. Then a them shivering.
little more bending and smiling, until
"John," added nattle after more
a soft trembling, of

pocket-all

given,
started through the dance

room.

"Not that way," he begged.
"Which way?" she asked, with a silent laugh.

"Houud."

She turned on an Impulse. "Then I
must take your arm," she said, almost
lu a bubble of mischief. As they went
on his silence, growing like a portent,
seemed to alarm her, aud she said pretThe
ty little nothings to ward It off.
autocrat responded not. At the cloak
at
room he took her wrap from the

tendant and held It silently over lier
shoulders. She smiled as the web set
tied across them. "Thank you."
1
"It is I who have you to tbaak.
am trying—to think—how to do it."
for what do you thank me?"

"Pray,

she asked.
"For coming tonight."
She stood, pausing In the glare of an
arc light. lie was looking with his dusty lashes hardly raised.
"I don't understand," she responded,
In the gentle inflection which only sug-

gests

question.

a

"I am not sure that I do," lie continued evenly, but the heavy eyes were
burning. "It's this." lie took from his
pocket the gray kerchief of Switchback. "Unless I am very wrong, this

Is yours."
"What Is It ?" she stammered, panting a little in spite of herself as she put
out her hand.
"You have forgotten?"
She gazed at the clinging thing,
ppeaking evasively, "You arc so mys-

terious^'

"1 have staked a good deal," he persisted. "on being right."
She passed it over her hands. "It Is
spotted," she mused, but could not for
her life raise her eyes.
"That Is my fault. If It Isn't too late,
may I be pardoned for usiiuf it on my
arm ?"
And she felt then something compelling. and she looked openly, fairly,
honestly at him.
"If It Is not too late," replied !/liar*
and steadily, "may I
ltucker

rapidly

thank you for rescuing me from a very
dangerous escapade?"
"Not unless I may thank you for jrettlng into it. And it was really you,"
he said, as if. with the doubt gone, be
could do no more than believe the real-

The Deck and

grafts than α young
Hut unfortunately
be Is so constructed and flat of back
that If by any chance he gets turned
wrong side up he cannot turn ower
again unaided, and unless help conies
he lies there and paddlles the air with
his little feet until he fans himself to
death. lie is cheerful about it, though,
and makes no outcry, apparently thinkto tender
gtructive
Nebuchadnezzar.

ing that because his legs are working
is swimming along according to
Hoyle.
My child, η little duck on his back

he

aial the average after dinner orator on
his feet are both deserving of the sympathy which we should be ever ready
to bestow on the unfortunate, and
therefore we should sign all (K'tltlons
that are presented to us looking to the

establishment of a commission to turn
little ducks over and loquacious gentlemen down In the hope that if they
are prevente.! from paddling and gabbling themselves to death they may
be of some use hereafter.—Tom Watson's Magazine.

Antwrr· For

"I have dragged Miss
Bucker all the way from Lynn for an
Ice with us"—
"I could not escape her."
"My sister is never satislled with less
than the reddest apple," bowed the

presenting,

autocrat.
"The greenest apple tills time, dear,"
retorted Ilattie, eying the Lynn gowu.
"You confuse the leaves with the
fruit," persisted the autocrat, not look-

ing at Miss Bucker.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Uoou'e Pills

at·

th· Uut oaUiaiUo.

er, how many bricks there were In a
newly built bridge. Richard, knowing
Ills foible, answered without hesitation, "Two hundred and twenty-nine
thousand and ten. Sir Charles." He
turned away and smiled. Auotber time
he ordered u review ou a grand scale

to Impress certain chiefs. "Lieutenant
Burton, be pleased to Inform these
gentlemen that I propose to form these
Into line, then to break Into
men
échelon by the right and to form square
on the center battalion," and so on, for
ubout live minutes, In military technical terms for which there w re no
équivalents tn these men's <1 ilects.
"Yes, sir," said Richard, saluting.
Turning to the «biefs, Ri.ban! said,
"Oh, chiefs, our great man is g lag to
show you the way we light, a *1 you
must be attentive to the rule·!" He
then touched his cap t > Sir · airles.
"Have you explained all?" he ask d.
"Everything, sir," answered R >h..rd.
that
"A most concentrated languag
must be," sai l Sir Charles, rid.ug off
with his iiose in th·· air.

"Since you have unmasked me, yes.
I h.ive something for you, Mr.
Blair—oh, may I keep this?" she asked,
holding the kerchief and looking at
And

jours."

"No, yours. But If you give It back
to me I will keep it."
ttie tucked it hastily in her bosom
and produced from somewhere no

man conjd say just where—the K1
dore nugget the autocrat had dropped
into lier t.iu:lH>urlne.
"We do tiiPe'c crazy tilings in our set
low[or eluiity." laughed Miss ltucker
lie
ly. "But tiii-" holding the nugget
I
tweeu her thumb aud linger— this
I
rc'ild not turn in to my padrone.
Still, It is
U· i't It for my own self.

yours."

"
'Twas fairly
"No." he protested.
earned."
"You frightened nu* su yosieniay
voweJ I w.iulil never mask again."
"1 hope you Hover will—lo liu1."

"Lot in go back," she urg?d ucrvouslost."
ly. "Tlioy will think we're

"I mu lost."
"Oh, pray"—
ItV
"It I n't all tpiite for nothing, Is

Why did y « m come tonight?"
"It was ungenerous of y »u

Kapler,

Sir Charles Napier hated a man who
aad not an answer ready for blin. He
once asked Richard Uurtou, the explor-

ity.

Inm.
"It Is

(be Orator.

Some day, my child, I will take you
r>nt Into the wide, green country and
show you a young IVkin duck. He is
an active little tyke, Is the I'ekiu
duckling, even when he doesn't data
back farther than day liefore yesterday. When it cornea to swimming he
Is u sight reader, and he is more de·

(*uoklii:r Hlovf Wnw

h

(

uri<»»lt>.

Idsctisslons concerning the gn.»d old
times when the festive stagiH-.ιιΐ'Ίι added zest to a life rather too placid for
real enjoyment revealed a strange
fashion in the cook stove of the long

"The tirst stove ever brought to
Bowdolnbam," said the one who never
forgets, "was brought from Topshain
with a yoke of oxen. Father got it for
be
u surprise, thinking mother would
pleas.il with Ills gift. It had a handle
on it and was called a rotary stove.
It could be swung around by the handle. and there was a piece that went
r
on top of the stove that formed auoth
When father put It up. In· r.:a
oven.
the funnel right Into the tlreplac·· iustead of putting up a tin-board and
ago.

having a hole .-at in the usual way—
that Κ it 'ems the right way to us
but in those days of course
η >wa*
went.
ι:·» one knew how a stove funnel
The nclgl:V»rs came from every dlre<·ti.iii to see that stove. It was a great
cur:.»

lh·· ρ!
v.I» i!*r

! y and l'or a long time ο·«··.:ρ>1
of she
ice of honor in the minds
neighborhood."—I.cwiston (Me.)

Journal.

ΊΊιο SlDiiKf»)

Κ in if.

The strung Λ king ou record, ho the
make
story ρ><.'«, appears to have been Calus
«Ii
I
reparti
eoult!
how
me promise. Iit:t
Julius Verus Maximus, the nod of a
Switchback? We must
my word lifter
Thraclan peasant ami emperor of
return."
Home. It Ik related that with oue of
"Tell me all your name."
his lingers ho stopped a chariot dashwc go?"
Shall
lîuckor.
"Juliet
lug by at full speed, that he could
». narrow V"
".May 1 cjiiio to see you
draw a loaded wagon, by a blow of
Mr
limning,
all
"1 shall he home
stones
to

a laugh.
Rlalr," she rippled. with half
I will
"If you will bring your si.^or
Ualos. litISoLer;
cousin,
present my
hut
is the musician of our cnm>inntion.
sine·· you hurried s out «>Γ Sw!t<-h!iack

ill the bag.rugc

car

1 call liltii

Tuny—do

you remember?"
"I can't remouiller a thing"—
shall
"If you do not take ιιιο hack I
run; indeed, I shall."

"Don't do it: they'll possibly notice
we
I'liiniiii·^ after you. Ami—before
for one more
go—may I trouble you
me

thins?"
'Tray, what?"
"My breath."
"Your breath!"
"You took it night before last In the
ballroom"— She darted away, but In-

kept

up.
"I was heartbroken over the poor
bear losing its life." she murmured.
neariiiK their party, "and all through
Bob shouldn't
our silly performance.
have tried to take It up t » the Peaks."
"I'm painfully glad lie did."
"Did it"— hesitated Juliet Uticker
into a tone th:it was all

softly, shading

new—"did It hurt you very much?"
"That was nothing." answered the
autocrat; then, stealing her pause, lie
added in her own distinctive way. "but

this—Is

everything."

tlou of his erudition exclaimed:
"W!iy, bishop, you are α perfect ocean
of learning."
'No. madam," was the modest re
"I'm only a part of the see oi

Joinder.
Arkansas.'*

W.ino Than

Em(

Africa.

>:--it climate I have over exwhich
!
perience is that of New York,
of the
presents all the disadvantages
arctic and torrid zones.—From "The
East African Protectorate," by Sii
Charles Eliot.
The

w

Wtnf

his tlst could break the hardest
between his lingers and split trees with
his hand. This redoubtable sovereign
was eight feet high, and his wife's

bracelets served him for linger rings.

We have passed over Og. the king of
Bushan, who, as the rabbis say, was
nearly six miles high, drank water
from the clouds and toasted tlsh by
holding them up to the sun and who,
when Noah refused him shelter In the

ark, survived those troublous times by
wading through the Hood, which ouiy
reached to his knees, nu l of Atlas, king
of Mauritania, who is said to have supported tiie world upon his shoulders.
Λ Bored I'rln«·«·■».

F. Leveson-tlower, long prominent In
England, published a volume of reminiscences, In which he tells the siory
of Princess Lieven: "What the princess chietly suffered from was iuU-nse
boredom, which amounted alr.:ost to a
disease. If nobody called during the
afternoon, she would roll on the floor
from ennui. On one occasion, when on
her way from England, she got so
much alarmed at the prospect of travfrom Calais to l'arls alone that

eling

ebe offered a seat In her carriage t

Dinxlilrr,

Father—If you paid more attention
to cooking and loss to dress, my dear
better wife
you would make a much
But win
Daughter Yes, father.
would murrv me?

»

a

respectable looking clergyman on board
the steamer, which he Joyfully accept-

When seated beside her, he talked
as to drive her wild. 8he
could only relieve her feelings by putting her bead out of the window and
■creaming out to the wltiu, *11 m'enuule
ed.

DUIiuv'm l'un.
Henry Ni! s Pierce, Episcopal bishop
of Arknu -a<. was as inveterate and
clever a punster as the noted English
divine. Sydney Smith. On one ooca
si.<n a lady In expressing her admire
Λ

"Your brother Is not dancing tonight," remarked Miss Bucker, looking
"I am sure," she
at Sister Hattie.
added, with the easy indifference of
society, "because I have noticed lïlui
sitting so long In this corner. And I
We like best to call
thought," she continued, with a little
"that he appause perfectly mastered,
<
SCOTT'S EMULSION
peared absorbed. Are we to be seated?
!
em·
so
stands
sit
it
5 a food because
Oh, thank you, Mr. Blair. No; you
nutrition.
me the shad- *
for
Leave
Blair.
Mies
perfect
4
there,
phatically
ow."
And yet in the matter of restor- (
"Why?"
ing appetite, of giving new ( I
"There's still a number on my card,
to the tissues, especially
strength
)
and I've no mind for it."
to the nerves, its action is that
)
"John," interposed Hattie, "don't formedicine.
a
of
reI
get your table manners. Get your
Send for fret sample.
I
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
freshment started this way. You know
New York.
k
409-415 Pearl Street,
This great medicine has wrought the most
how slow they are. We may have to
all
druggists.
jac.aadfi.oo;
I
wonderful cures of all diseases depending
it a breakfast order."
make
habit.
«crofalor.s
or
the
on scrofula
I
"LoL'b adjourn to the i*orcb. then,"

Catarrh

woman

"Then I must follow."
"Do not persecute."
"Do not torture. Say you will come
back."

John clung like
coi'.verxution.

"The tables arc

less crowded."
"Cooler, Isn't it?" remarked Miss
ltucker as the night air struck her
shoulders. "I shall need a wrap." Aud
after all the gentlemen had offered to
that she
go for It Miss ltucker decided
herself must go, aud, the orders beiug
John Blair went with her. She

Tole-

"I must go."

with a quivering,
the tambourine, she charmed her specbarely twenty and overflowed.
Lawthe
at
halt
The tour lacluded a
tators with her into the rhythm of u
ford irouse, at the foot of Mouut Wash- plate dance.
chance
ington. By the happiest possible
Never for once did her feet leave the
it developed that the landlord of Law- dusted spot.
It was done without a
ford was likewise landlord of the Span- step; just a swaying, molten motion,
ish Peaks, the huge hotel up the gorge light as fancy—done so marvelously
from El Toledore itself, a stone's throw and so quickly that men and women
from Switchback. He had, with favor- found themselves shouting and claped guests, himself Inspected the fa- ping and the dancer nodding and nodThe Blalrs found themmous mine.
lier thanks before they realized It
I ding
selves unexpectedly at homo. The au- ι was.over. No one h.id eye*, except for
tocrat, not himself a dancer, could not her. No one saw the aul >crat «tiring
not with
escape the ballroom—at least
helpless, lie had leaned abruptly forSister Uattie.
ward r.ml watched willi am.'Zt'.iii-iit.
The Fourth of July was an esiwclally
lively one. From Lyuu there came a
party almost boisterous with gayely—
seventy odd of them—uo end of splendid women. How could there be in an
la a constitutional disease.
And they gave the
American rout?
It originates in α scrofulous condition of
dances a color bewildering.
the blood and depends on that condition.
That night the dance room was too
It often causes headache aud dizziness,
surging with all a man hungers for to
the taste, smell and bearing, afimpairs
think seriously of staying out—only fects the vocal organs, disturbs the stomach.
It is always radically and permanently
music and women, true, but such muthe blood-purifying, alterative
sic and such women! The very ensem- curcd by
tonic action of
and
ble disposed John to impression, and
it was not slow to sweep over him
when one slender, girlish
ed near him in the whirl
and bo drew away again
tually took his breath.

every
restrained tones. But fewer languages
are picked up in Buffalo than among
miners, and Buffalo curiosity was only
inllained by the unknown tongue.
The autocrat's fingers slipped from
the tambourine. The dancer made a
quaint, quick courtesy, but she «lid not
escape. Instead John Blair rose to her
side. She made a rapid way aloug the
porch toward the next group of idlers.
The autocrat was close.
"Let me take tiie tambourine," said
he, putting out his handt "I eau get
more than you."
She turned almost frightened. "Oh,
uo, siguor," she protested, with u timid
quiver. Ile laid a finger on the instrument. They were Just out of eurshot
between two watching groups.
"Tell me, will you not. who you
un·.'' said John Blair, speaking almost over her shoulder as she paused
at the foot of α flight of steps. "I know
you are masking. I saw you in Colorado last summer with the bear. I will
swear my life on it. Didn't I?"
"W on t you please leave me, siguor?"
"How can I till I know more? That
It is a
man with you is a gentleman.
musk.
Why did you mask there at
Switchback—and now here?"
"Every oue is looking."
"But I do not cure, signora."
"I do."
"You send me uwuy without a

Springs.

something to her in Italian and looked
into her fluttering eyes.
"No understanda, signor," shivered
the girl, clinging to her violin.
"Hang it," burst out John Blair,
"can't you talk your own lingo? 1 say

his.
"He is not the same who was with
you in Colorado—Switchback?" he exclaimed abruptly In Italian.
"Si. siguor."
"I say no.
Why didn't you come
back—ever?" he blurted in the impatient southern tongue.

"Si, siguor."
"Ilaug it! Can't you talk your own
lingo?" he muttered iu English. "You
must be Mexican," he growled in Spanfensive looking chap, sat (he presence ish.
of (he ballroom, and again (he marvel"Oh, no, siguor. Tlease letta d' go."
That
ous creature took John's breath.
By that tluie every Buffalo eye was
day no more lie thought of El Toledore. riveted on the autocrut and the dancer;
Buffalo ear was attuned to their
Mining problems after her face offered

the autocrat's face. There was covert
crowding and shoving, the trio were
jammed into a pocket, and the Italians
were assailed by every one in swearing
distance with a torrent of abuse. The
steps of the passenger coach had been
blocked by ugly men. Without a word
the autocrat shoved sideways and
brought his pair to the door of the baggage car. where the conductor stood.
"Currau." exclaimed John Blair hastily, "take these people, down to the
They got into trouble here
with

the audience for such coin «s might
drop Into lier tambour. Yet her eyes
were cast ulwnyg away from those between whose chaire she stepped, scant
beggary in her manner. The uutocrat,
sitting a little apart and back, watched
her savagely. Ilim she could not pass
without perceptible dodging. She barely hesitated—taking two steps forward,
she held out her tambourine, her eyes
uot on him, but on Jt.
The autocrat put out his hand. Something heavy dropped from between his
fingers iu upon the gathered coin. Then
leaning aci-oss the arm of his ehalr, he
looked under, up and into her face, his
fingers resting on the rim of the tamIt was a
bourine. Just to detain it.
challenge she dreaded, yet she would
uot retreat. Her eyes rose clearly to

suggesteJ hor brother.

so

incessantly

—11 ui'cnnuie!'

(He fatigues me.)"

A Clever Hn*r.

When Thurlow was lord chancellor
of England he was mtHi at outs with
the bishop of Loudon. The latter was
visited one day by a clergyman who
sought appointment to a fat living then
vacant. He wanted a letter of recommendation to Lord Thurlow, but the
bishop said such α letter wus likely to
do more harm than good. Nevertheless
he w rote it. Wheu Thurlow read the
missive he said, "Well, as that scoundrel, the bishop of Loudon, has Introduced you, you wou't get the living."
"So the bbbop said, my lord," was the
meek reply. "Did the bishop say so?"
roared Thurlow. "Then I'll prove him
a liar, for you shall have the living."
And he was as good as his word.

—

i

Good Rot II War*.

Wilson of Calcutta, whoso
are often quoted, had the
happy faculty of saying the rli;ht thing
at ail tiim>s.
On one occasion two young people
whose fathers were famous for their
diverse and peculiar views ou Biblical

Bishop
speeches

to see the bishop.
as he greeted one.
work on
"your father wrote a
I congratulate you
the Apocalypse.
on being the daughter of such a man."
Then, turning to his other g'icst. he
said: "And your father forbore to
write about the Apocnlvj^e—a wise

subjects

came

"Ah," said he

jrreit

Υ >ιι an· t'> Up e >;igratforhenrniK e.
ulated on h.iv'ng so wise a f itL-er."
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A. E. FOEBKS.

Tesxe —#1.30 a year If paid strictly In advance.
< nherwlae #2.00 a year. Single copie· « cento.
Adtkktiskmutii:— All legal advertisements
are iflven three connective insertions for 91 JO
contracts
per Inch In length of column. Special
m*!e with local, transient anil yearly advertiser·.

New type, fast presses, steam
Job Prixti.xo
anil low prices
power, experience·! workmen
combine to uiake this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming; Event*.
tirante Field Day,
Aug
Opera House, Norway.
Aug- 16.—Reunion Twenty third Maine RegiH>

—

Oxford Pomona

ment, Lake Grove, Auburn.
Maine Regiment,
South Parle.
Aug. 17.—Pythian Field Day. Lake Grove,
Auburn.
5 Oxford Pomona Grange, North Buck

Aug. 17.—Reunion of 12th

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Paris H11L
nm Baptist Church, Rev. Β. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a.m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7 SO r. M. T. P. 8. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Pi ayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting ihe last FtWav before the lrt
Sunday of the month at -30 p. m. All not
otnerwlee connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:43 a.m.

of Newton,
I'rof. Maynard Maxim
Mass.. with hie wife and two daughters,
A. Maxim.
Mrs.
O.
are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward L. Parris of New York
arrived last week and opened the summer home here.
Miss lone Harlow of Dixfield was the
guest of relatives here last week.
Miss Marion Parris and Edward L.
Parris, Jr., arrived at their summer home
here last FYiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Adams of Turner
were guests at Charles L. Case's last
week.
Charles L. Case, Esq., is at hie home
here for the month of August.
Do not forget the annual midsummer
sale is to be Aug. 17th in Cummings
Hall.
Any one who has fancy work,
inaprons, Ac., to contribute, is kindly
vited to send them to the hall on Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 16th, or hand them
Mrs. L. B.
any time to the president,
Merrill.
Our.object is to aid the work
done in the Baptist society, A full programme of the evening concert will be
given next week.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Whittemore of
Boston are guests at Mrs. Drake's.
Advertised letters in Paris post office
Aug. 1st:

AUGUST SALE!

Maine News Note*.

Letter From Bailey Island.

Bethel.
Backfleld.
The rain of Sunday and Monday causΑ.-F. Tiltoo, wife and son, retained to
Mr. Daniel Shaw, who formerly was a
their re- ed a rise of 10 feet In the Androscoggin
resident of this place, died last week at their home in Aubarn Friday,
the illness of River and crops on the intervale were
the home of his son in Rockland. The tarn being hastened by
under water and bay was carried from its
body was brought here last Tuesday, ac- Mrs. Tilton.
contractor on the water place and landed upon grass that was
companied by hie widow, and other C. N. Taylor,
a few days since. uncut.
Fortunately the high water soon
relatives. The relatives made a short works, arrived here
and ex· receded.
visit at James Perry's, Mrs. Perry being The pipe is laid on High Street
J.
Tuesday Mrs. Nellie Leach, wife of
The funeral servioe was held savating is going on over the bill near
a relative.
Davis Lovejoy, passed away after
tt the Methodist chapel Thursday morn- B. Damon's.
Less than two
Ex-Governor Long's help came early months of suffering.
ing, Rev. D. F. Nelson officiating. Inin the week by train, he and bis wife and years ago they burled their only child
terment was at Greenwood.
and _the whole community expresses
anto.
Rev. Mr. Nelson, accompanied by Mrs. son arriving Thursday by
Two daughters of architect Stevens of much sympathy for Mr. Lovejoy.
Seleon, took the children of the Junior
Mrs. John Yates of Colebrook. Ν. H.,
Mollie Cole.
Ε ρ wort h League to a hay rack ride and Portland are guests of
The Bailey Island pleasure seekers was in town Wednesday to visit her
picnic at North Paris last Wednesday. M. have
mother, who bas been ill, and to take
all returned.
The blind musician, Mr. Everett
Laura Dean has rented a cottage at home her little daughter.
Harmon of Milford, Mass., gave a musiMrs. Prank Coffin, formerly a resident
cal entertainment last Wednesday even- Old Orchard.
Miss Rand and Bister, who have been here, has been calling upon friends, but
of
Hall,
consisting
Dunham's
at
ing
old. stopping with Thos. S. Bridgham, have will return to her home in East Weypiano selections with songs new and
mouth, Mass., the first of next week.
Mrs. O. D. Ellingwood assisted in the returned to Auburn.
Mr. £. C. Bowler and family and Mr.
Aid of the M. E.
Ladies'
The
singing.
Ceylon Rowe returned from the Pacific
church had ice cream for sale.
The friends of Mrs. Κ. N. Prince excursion Wednesday.
F. L. Wyman is now in the midst of
sympathize with her in her long illness,
The stock of Ε. E. Cross was sold at
the raspberry season at his fruit farm. »nd hope for a speedy recovery.
auction and the family have returned to
as
a
so
crop
There will not be
heavy
tbeir former home in South Portland.
Oxford.
last year, but the berries net a very good
A party from Saco will occupy the drug
also a
was
There
Portland.
in
and
price
Rev. Mr. Newport, Mrs. Newport
store recently vacated by Mr. Cross.
blackand
of
strawberries,
light crop
their daughter, Miss Bessie Newport,
John Nelson, employed in the News
berries winter-killed somewhat but he md little granddaughter, Doris Keene,
office, has returned from a three weeks1
bad the largest amount of cherries on
to visit Mrs. NewWest Paris.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Sea Bbeeze Cottage,
Bailey Island.
"He lifted up bis voice like » loon; and like a
loon he lifted It up."—Anon.
To say that life on this island is delightful does not half express it. I havea
searched my vocabulary in vain for
word that will fill the bill. I am reminded of what a man said who was just
He with others had
a little "boozy."
been invited to take tea at a neighbor's.
When all were seated around the festal
board, loaded with good tilings, and be
had been bountifully served, he looked
up with a puzzled expression of countenance, and exclaimed, "How shall I

It is estimated that 2000 bushels of
ilneberriee valued at $5000 are picked
On all lines of Summer Goods. The odd lots we have mtrked very
early on the Brunswick plains.
Comto
clear our stocks and this will save money for you.
of
low
County
The State Association
aiseioners held its annual meeting at
3NE LOT last season'* white waists, sold for 98c·., $1.40, $1.98, now
4<>c
loulton Wednesday and Thursday.
5NE LOT colored waists, mostly this season's styles, now,
2»c
Joseph, the 11-year-old son of Glasgow
best styles, white muslin, were #1.26, #1.49,
1
at Ell»- 3NE LOT this season's waists,
drowned
was
of
Brewer,
fayo
........
<ih<;
now,
rorth Monday while learning to swim.
1 }NE LOT fine muslin waists, were $1.98, sale price
....
«]
Cobb
Among nominations by Governor
were $2.49, now
si
ist week are Leroy T. Carleton of Win- 3NE LOT white waists,
hrop, chairman of Inland Fish and ΓΑΡ SILK waists, several styles, tucks and embroidery, were $2.98, now #2.2.",
lame Commission, and John B. Madigan FAP SILK waists, were $3.98, now
».
98
f Iloulton, member of the Board of
SILK waists, last season's styles, were $5 and $.">.98, now
are now serving rAFFETA
Both
Examiners.
*egal
3NE LOT taffeta silk waist», plain and changeable colors, new styles, were «:»,
α those positions.
^
.........
now
$308
The storm of the first of last week was
were $ϋ.98, now
ijrQ
η exceedingly heavy one, such as Maine 3NE LOT ôf heavier silk, black,
79.>
arely sees in July. Still, its effects DNE LO Γ wash skirts, black and blue duck, were 88c, now
It has
eem to be almost wholly good.
wash skirts, black and blue duck and denim, were $1.49, now
LOT
;kc_
3ΝΈ
>ut an end to the dryness which was
LOT children's coats, several grades at ONE-HALF PRICE.
«coming drought, tilled up streams and 3NE
Ladies' coats and suits at half price. Many extra values in separate skirts.
tonds, and made everybody cheerful.
Jttle damage to shipping is reported,
--

begin?"
Oh, these bright,
When the atmosphere

beautiful days!
is so clear one can
eee the far distant islands on the very
verge of the horizon. Ob, these dreamy
days! When one is filled with a delicious
languor. Here is a sure cure for ineomnia. I believe one could Bleep here
the twenty-four hours, waking only long
enough for meals. We are sitting on the
veranda listening to the splash of the
waves on the beach.
My breast is filled
with calm and peaceful thoughts that
lull all cares to rest, and

hough

there was

he coast.

quite

a

high

wind off

"I feel o'er mc eteallo'
William Barnes, an inmate of the inThat noddy, sleepy, snoozy feelln'."
vacation.
ane hospital, has made his escape and
There is only one abiding care, and ho authorities in all sections of the
Mr. Chester Wheeler and Miss CorSept
field.
nelia Bennett of Gilead were married in that is to be sure and get your name in
tate are warned to be on the lookout as
Gorham, Ν. Π., Wednesday. Friends the dinner kettle. For, to tell the truth, lames is a dangerous man. The man
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
are
extending congratulations. Mr. my appetite has attained enormous pro- nade his cscape by taking keys from the
Wheeler is manager and part owner of portions, and I have frequently felt the »ocket of an attendant who was asleep,
Aujcu*t Sale.
the Bethel creamery, and Mrs. Wheeler necessity of reminding my fellow-cot- larncs has served two terms in state
Giving Awav Clothing?
Miss Evis Hazel Bridge of Mechanic
It Pays to Itlanket Your Morse.
attended Gould Academy before teach- tagers of the need of temperance in all irison, and has been' in the insane
MAINE.
Falls also arrived Wednesday for a visit
127-129 ΠΑΙΝ
Mark lH>wn Shoe and Clothing Sale.
and clams were
ing, so is no stranger to the Bethel peo- things, when the lobsters
lospital for some time.
A uctlon.
r»f a week with her cousin, Miss Lola A.
have
too
We
and
rapidly.
pros- disappearing
Dre. F. A. A J. A. Greene.
ple, who wish them a happy
Lane.
Frank Carter Griffith, librarian at
Hay Fever tor 87 Yearn.
flung all bitters and tonics to the winds. 'oland
perous life.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann is visiting for a
Now Is the Time to Get Well.
the
Spring, has just made a contract
the
menu
We
find
is
on
Fish
in
the
Central
is
daily.
Mr. Chauncy Bryant
P< Utlou for Discharge In bankruptcy.
vitli a Boston publishing house for the
couple of weeks in Canton.
and
best
of
one
of
the
sea
breeze
treatment.
for
tonics,
General
Maine
Hospital
About forty children attended the
mblication of a novel written by'him
Miss Isabel Shirley is the guest of Miss an occasional bath in cold sea water imA Visit to Elmwood Stock Farm.
lawn party given by the W. C. T. U., on threatened with pneumonia.
ast winter at California. It is entitled
a short parts vigor and vim.
for
Portland
of
Dow
Cornelia
Maine: An Episode in
the grounds at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Your reporter recently visited ElmBorn August 1st, to the wife of Arthur time.
Bailey Island ie about two and one- 'The Man from
wood Stock Farm. Poland Spring, and
L. C. Bates last Thursday afternoon. Storer of West Poland, a son. Mrs.
lie Life of Asa King." Tho locale is
re- half miles long, varying from one-half to
and
Gleason
Mrs.
Mabel,
daughter,
Tbe weather was perfect and the oc- Storer
Summit Spring Hotel, all in the somewas
formerly Miss Lucella turned from a three weeks' vacation one mile wide. It boasts of three hotels Îixfleld, and the "Man from Maine"
We were
a consular apcasion was much enjoyed. The children Brackett of this place.
what noted town of Poland.
and forty or fifty cottages. There are ;oes to South Africa on
Webster.
Friday.
Miss Carrie
met at Elmwood station by our genial
It is a sort of David Ilarum
carrying Hags and the long chains of red,"
The water in the pond is very low,
the Ladies' Club very few trees, and these are mostly joint ment.
Mr». M. E. Robinson.
17,
Aug.
Thursday,
Dr.
George
white and blue pledge cards signed by eight feet below the dam. Last week it
friend of the Maine Farmer.
from real life.
.Mise Haute E. Clifford.
will hold the annual mid-summer fair. small spruce and fir. Wood is very >tudy
M. Twitchell, who, seated behind one of
Mr. Robert Parks, care Walter Parks.
them, marched from the Methodist fell eight inches but since the rain has Afternoon and
there will bo a dear, and the large quantities of driftare only about forty summer
There
evening
Bonne».
the
Prof
C.
C.
farm,
of
Onward
mares
the famous brood
ehapel to the lawn, singing
risen five or six inches. The Little sale of useful and
and the wood that come ashore are a boon to the iottages at Islesboro, but no place of its
articles,
Cllltou Betnls (Postal).
fancy
that
over
of
the
ride
members
hour's
The
an
Christian Soldiers.
gave us over
Androscoggin River rose six or seven candy table will not be forgotten; ice citizens. On arriving here I looked in lize on the Maine shore entertains more
The Universalist Circle will be held at Union were gathered in Mr. Bates' barn
noted estate of the late J. S. Sanborn.
feet, overflowing the intervale and cream and cake will also be ready for vain for what I might call a barn. The lotable visitors. Among the prominent
a false
of
this
wish
to
correct
and
on
we
Hall
decorated
here
been
had
arranged
evening
which
Friday
Kikcht
Academy
damaging hay and grass.
customers, and the supper will be served barns were so small and so far from visitors now there are Winston Churchimpression that has gone out regarding week. The program, though not yet for the occasion. The children halted beAlton Verrill, wife and little boy, are at β o'clock.
the dwelling houses I thought they were
ill, Richard Harding Davis and Charles
that estate and its management. Some- complete, will be an unusually attractive fore the door and sang patriotic and tem- at North Paris.
fish houses. The only barn in sight Dana Gibson. Three women are related
how the idea has prevailed in the minds oue, and include singing by Miss Cobb perance selections and gave an appropriis
at
Mr.
Mrs. Cushing of Damariscotta
from our cottage is of such dimensions to
are broken lots and sizes but
Bryant's Pond.
presidents, viz.: Mrs. Douglas Robof some unacquainted with the facts in of Boston, piano solo by Miss Pottle of ate rally cry. The remainder of the time Brackett's.
A large number of summer people that a man standing on the ground can inson, a sister of President Roosevelt,
the case, that the best stock had been Lewiston and readings by Kev. C. A. was pleasantly spent in playing games,
No.
50, Pythian came to town Saturday and Sunday.
Craigie Assembly,
are
at these
pitch hay from the ground into the Miss Cleveland, a sister of the ex-presiclosed out, and that little was being Knickerbocker. The entertainment will and ice cream and cake were served.
Sisterhood, installed the following offiMrs. Mitchell, son and daughter, of second story window. Largo barns are lent, and Mrs. Quincy, who is in direct
done to keep up its former reputation as be followed by a promenade with music
Miss Florence Daily of Cambridge,
done
the
work
being
have
5th,
as
small
not needed,
cers, July
very
crops line of descent from John Adams and
they
Boston, are occupying Camp Hobson.
MEN'S SUITS, regu'ar price $11,10, Θ, 8 50,
a place where the best of French coach by Stearns, Norseworthy and Young. Ad- Mass., has beeu spending a week with
by P. C., Mrs. Geo. W. Cash, as G. C. C.,
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Hall arrived to harvest. The owner of this barn evi- John Quincy Adams. A titled Englishnow $β Θ8
horses were being bred and trained for mission 1"> cents; dancing 25 cents. Ice her cousin. Mrs. IL R. Tuell.
assisted by Mrs. W. E. Iloiden, G. M. at at their
with
imis
not
burdened
modern
a
arrivals
new
dently
cottage
man and his family also occupy
cottage, also several
first-class road horses. A brief observa- cream will be on «ale during the evening.
Advertised letters in Wefct Paris post Α., Mrs. À. N. Record, G. A. M. at Α.,
in
his
He
draws
now
MEN'S
7
$5.75
poles
hay,
there.
at the Wiske cottage.
provements.
SUITS, regular price $8, 50,
The principal event of the past week office:
tion by any one willd isabuse his mind of
and Mrs. 0. A. LoveHng as G. Prelate:
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ricker have a water from his well with a rope and
now
this idea, which has no foundation in was the golf tournament on Friday and
$3.75
MEN'S
SUITS, regular price $5.
F. I. Bean.
Another Ideal Tour.
1*. C.—Mm. W. E. TwItcheU.
house full of boarders.
Among them pail, and tethers his cows, which saves
B. Backelenlek
True, there are not as many ani- Saturday. It drew out a good number
fact.
C. C —Mrs. 8. E. Eaton.
of
and
a
the
trouble
now
59c.
of
New
1
LOT
BOYS'
Bartlett
$1.
Ballev.
Frank
expense
building
N. gallon
are Mr. and Mrs.
SUITS, regular price
V. C.—Mrs. F. A. Delano.
mals kept on the place as at some former of spectators and the contests were exM Us ΚI la H. Downing.
fence.
Pre I —Mrs. J. E. Orriway.
York.
pasture
ΑΝΓ> TIIK T.KWI8
COAST
PACIFIC
THK
ro
now
30c.
times, as it has been deemed beet to ceptionally close and interesting throughLOT
BOYS'
50c.,
1
Mll<lre<l Lewie.
SUITS, regular price
M. at Α.—Mise Sarah Dunbar.
The cottages are clustered here and
Rev. and Mrs. Harrison Whitman are
Frank Mas*l.
weed out a few of the least promising out. The* first prizes were won by Mr
A CI.AItK EXPOSITION*.
Α. M. at Α.—Mre. Chas. McKlnnon.
barren
the
like
barnathere
2
MEN'S
here.
2.50,
relatives
ledges
PANTS,
$3
75,
their
upon
A.
F
Stevens.
price
regular
to
J.
visiting
Μ. υ· Ε.—Μΐββ Μ. Peterson.
ones and give better care and attention
Fred Shaw and Miss Helen Cole; secoud
Mrs. George II. Hardy.
Though somewhat
Μ. of F.—Miss Eilza Bowie.
Mrs. Frank Whitman and Miss Bessie cles on a rock.
now $1 98
a less number, but by uo means inferior by Chas. F. Mathewson and Miss Marion
Κ. of R. and 8.—Mrs. O. A. Loverlnp.
and
Hamilton
E.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
On August 28th, the second and last of
Blackburn of Haverhill, Mass., and Mr. barren, the island is not altogether lackHarry
Hallett. Mr. Mathewson however gave
I. U.—Mrs. Herbert West.
grade of stock.
now
$1.49
MEN'S
PANTS, regular price $2,
from Greenfield,
and Mrs. Fred Dean and son Parker of ing in natural beauties. There is grand- Bowler's personally conducted tours to
We have visited the place several times the prize won by him to Mr. Charles two little daughters
O. (».—Wro. Qulinby Mlllett.
the Felt eur in the rough and rugged rocks that the Pacific Coast will start from Portin town last Wednesday
arrived
at
arrived
W. E. Pik".
M.
no
Mass.,
O.—Mre.
Rubber
at
Mass.,
that
Lawrence,
Canvas
The
score.
White
the
next
1
Lot
Sole,
aud
who
Oxfords,
held
Men's
in the past,
Shaw,
frankly say
Or?.—Miss Lula Stone.
Hamilton returned to
cottage Saturday. Mrs. Bertha Black- bound the southern coast, and one îr land and Boston, the two sections joining
time have we seen better or more prom- prizes as awarded were as follows: Mr. afternoon. Mr.
now 98c.
25.
$1
prie»
regular
awe
and
he
with
admiration
as
his home the next day, but Mrs. Hamil- After the installation, a short programme burn and Miss Annie Whitman arrived filled
in Montreal, where a special train will
ising stock. Kspeciallv is this true re- Fred Shaw, tankard; Miss Helen Cole,
Leather Sole, regular
ton and the children expect to visit her was given consisting of music, recita- Wednesday.
gazes on Thunder Cave or the Giant bo taken for the entire journey. This
1 Lot White Canvas
garding this season's produce of colts. silver goblet and stand; Miss Marion
One
cannot
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham, tions, songs, etc., also a drill by sevenhelp wondering will indeed be a "trip of a life time," as
Mrs. Nellie Johnson and the Misses Stairway.
qow 79c.
$1,
price
They are exceptionally fine in conforma- Hallett, pair silver hat pins; Mr. Chas. parents,
of
what
what
the vicinity, teen of the sisters, after which ice cream Edith and Alice Trefry of Salem, Mass.,
nature,
and other relatives in
great upheaval
has been declared by tho entire party
tion and style. The finest type of a pure Shaw, silver match box.
Sizes
Rubber
Canvas
Bottoms,
molded
White
Lot
these
1
Bals,
cosmic
on
of August.
disturbance,
and cake were served.
mighty which started with Mr. Bowler
July
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnbred imported stallion yet seen here is
The tea Saturday afternoon when the through the month
rocks and moved them into their proper 5th. The mombers of that party cannot
now 98c.
Kev. E. C. Bollea will preach at the
son.
β 1-2 and 10, regular price $1.25,
"Aristo," the beautiful, perfect high finals were played was given by Mrs.
North Buckfield.
F. B. church for the Universalist society
Rev. E. A. Davie was in town Tues- places so as to bring about such magni- say enough as to the generous treatconception of a model stock animal. lie Case, but as she was obliged to be out of on
ficent effects. Thunder Cave derives its ment received.
The excellent dining
Aug. 13 and 20, at 3 o'clock in the
Frank Turner of Waterloo, P. Q., is day.
is four years old, and imported from town on that day, her daughters and
those interested are reMiss Mae Cummings of Boston is the name from the sound made by the bil- car service was much appreciated, the
France in 11*
Mrs. Carter poured tea. The score for afternoon. All
visiting his sister, Mrs. R. J. Warren.
lows. As they conio dashing on the high class hotels used fully enjoyed, and
quested to extend the notice.
Mrs. Mary Capen is spending several guest of Mrs. Benj. Billings.
About sixty animals, consisting of stal- the tournament was as follows:
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Trumbull and son rocks below the sound reverberates, the excellent routes and side trips called
weeks with Mrs. Euos Heald.
lions. brood mares, and colts of varying
first round.
Greenwood.
enthusiasm from one and
are visiting her brother, Dell making a noise like thunder.
Delmont
for
we wish
M.
and
M.
with
on
Verrill
now
the
Lilla
are
farm,
pronounced
spent Sunday
ages,
Mr Knickerbocker and Mrs. Bro >ks beat Mr.
Telephone 106-3.
There is a beach on the eastern shore all. All are loud in their praises of the
Cole.
They used to tell about the early and Mayhew.
that every lover of a tine road horse A. J. Panlels and Mise Day,3 up, 1 to play.
Mr. Mathewson and Miss Hallett beat Mr. latter rain: the former, late years, has
Mrs. Martha Swallow of Sherbrooke,
could only see them. It would certainly
Capt. John Dearborn had a very bad called Pebbly Beach, where one might service which they received and declare
been a failure in part at least; while we P.
a Ί haver and Mine Carter, 2 up.
pick up tons of paving stones, and lucky that they will always recommend BowlQ., is visiting relatives in this place. spell Thursday, and was thought to be stones
pay any one who desires to breed for
Mi· Chas. Shaw and Miss Case beat Mr. Cole think
without number, to say nothing er's tours as tho "Ideal Tours."
You
will admit that the latter
was brought out of it by Dr.
but
horses,
has
been
road
everyone
Hebron
of
of
Laura
Sturtevant
gentlemen's
dying,
lti
holes.
high grade
and Mr». Brown, 1 uo.
When the reports
Clark. He has not fully recovered his of the pretty pebbles, cartloads of which may verify this statement by consulting
Mr. Fred Shaw and Mise Helen Cole beat Mr. was a grand success.
to visit the place and see for himself.
visiting Margaret Heald.
1
visitors
Miss
and
Josle
season.
are
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Small,
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raa a gentleman who had been employed (i •red all his pro|>eity and rights of property,
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Hknry W. Park, Mexico, Me.
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are visiting her aged parents,
j
Mr. N. C. Burnbam of Portland spent J « proof reader on one of tho large
by the Norway band, and a quartette Jersey,
said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
have
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home.
tailey's Island,
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from Norway sang in the literary ex- Sir. and Mrs. George Kipley.
He took up a paper and h β bankruptcy.
.he day Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. ι lewspapers.
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arrived
at
the
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Joe Leonard lost a valuable cow rehe prays, That he may be decreed
Wherefore
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to
it
read
Belcher.
legan
holding it upside down,
lome Aug. 3d.
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the Court to nave a full discharge from all
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h
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a
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lost
against his eitate under said
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Harry
Miss Marge Fleck drove to Harbison,
was a very taking feature and did great
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"Poor
don't
know
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Mrs. Jane Bobbins visited Mr. and
Dated this 1st day of August, A. D. 1905.
isit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
5*re. David Seavey and her daughter
The literacy exercises were held on
iow to read.
to her
Wal,"
referring
lire. Β. K. Dow a fortnight recently.
1
JOSEl'H
DUFRESNE, Bankrupt.
East
was
Bethel.
'leek. She
accompanied by her
the green. Albert W. Weston, Esq., gave with her two children .iave gone to the
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field and family ί randdaughter, "Sophie'll larn ye."
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
riend, Mrs. Eva Woods, of Peru Annex.
C. M. Kimball visited Portland on
the address of welcome.
Hon. Charles < eastern part of Maine to visit friends.
Aunt
Syjiena.
, eturned from their visit to Prospect
[Strict op Maine, ss.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl 0. Rues of Oxford
Frank Eastman, dentist, of Cornish,
usiness the first of the week.
Sumner Cook of Portland acted as perlarbor Thursday, after a stay of four
On this 5tb day of Aug., A. D. 1905, on read·
re visiting his unele, John Russ, and
Miss Jennie Swan is visiting friends in
manent chairman of the day, and made s in the village.
home
On
their
visited
A
reeks.
TOUCHING
STORY
m g the foregoing petition, it is
they
way
The latest report is that Kev. Mr. Cam-1 joking for work and rent.
an address.
The historical address was
lerlin, Ν. Η.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
at
Oldtown
lev.
D.
B.
Dow
and
family
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Miller and baby I
the saving from death, of the baby girl
Miss Sarah Moore and sister, Mrs.
given by Granville Pernald, Esq., of iron Is going to leave Brownfield for
uj ton the same on the 25th day of Aug., A.D.
j laving a very pleasant visit- there. Mr.
1(1 }5, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis·
re at their brother's, W. A. Wyman's,
f
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Geo.
ral
innie
Md.
mouth.
returned
to
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·,
He
D.
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There
Eyler,
Cumberland,
were
also
Young,
Washington,
)ow is presiding elder of the M. E.
;ct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; aud that no·
-here Mr. Miller is helping finish hay- ι Massachusetts the 4th.
rites: "At the age of 11 months, our
Last Sunday and Monday, the hardest
addresses by Hon. George A. Hibbard,
e thereof be published In the Oxford Démohurch for the Bangor district, and is
]{ ttle girl was in declining health, with ct lit, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Miss Elsie Bartlettfrom Lowell, Mass.,
>g·
postmaster of Boston, Rev. Fred E. itorm here for years.
λ erv popular among the people there.
a
fit all known creditors, and other persous In
jrioua throat trouble, and two physi·
The whooping cough is somewhat
as been spending her usual vacation at
Winn of North Bridgton, and Hon. Amoa
Mr. and Mra. Will Adams of Berlin,
terest, may appear at the said time and place,
ana gave her up.
er home here.
We were almost in
Norway Lake.
L. Allen, representative in congress from abating in this village.
d show cause, If any tbey have, wby the;
Γ. H., are visiting at Β. K. Dow'·.
when we resolved to try Dr. pi ayer of said petitioner should not be granted.!
the First Maine District, and a centennial
eepair,
Quite a good many blueberries have I Quite a number of people from the I Mrs. Etta Bean is at home from dressLincoln Holmes and family and Mrs.
\nd It Is further ordered by the Court, That
ieen brought off the mountains, but
ike attended the centennial at Har-| îaking for a short vacation after whioh < Irnest Mason and Charlie went to Rob· B ing's New Discovery for Consumption,
poem by Mrs. Grace Bray Pugs ley.
9 Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred·
c ought and Colds. The first bottle gave
be will visit relatives in Litchfield and
A dinner was served free to every- hey are very scarce on low land.
ison.
as
Marlcet
Square,
re copies of said petition and this order, ad·
ins' circus Thursday.
Mrs. Geo. Adams of Harrison visited | >angor.
ilief; after taking four bottles she was di essed to them at their places of residence at
Nearly all the farmers are through
body, of which it is estimated that 3000
ΜΔΙΝΧ1.
Îted.
IOUTH
and
Miss
Belle
is
now
in
from
PARIS,
er niece, Mrs. W. R. Flood, recently.
Kimball,
Berlin, N.
There is a month more to wear straw c, ired,
perfect health."
partook, and there was enough left to laying.
ιΥKnees the Hon. Clakkncb Hale, Judge of
All kinds of vegetation are looking
Mrs. F. E. Pottle visited her grand[., is visiting relativee here, also at l ate. Boy one of as now at wholesale * ever fails to relieve and cure a cough ^ > said Court, and the seal thereof,
supply another multitude.
at Portland,
Athletic field and water sports finish- ine.
F. H. ° r cold. At F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'·, in said District, on the 5th day of Aug., ▲. D.
tother, Mrs. Dorcas Barrows, of Nor-1 ongo Lake.
j rioe and get the good of it.
d rag store, South Paria, Weat Paria, 1» Λ.
The mid-summer rain storm over· $ toye· Co.
Mrs. Meserve, an old lady, fell down ! «y, Wednesday and Thursday.
ed the afternoon, and in the evening
j
JAM E8 E. HEW Ε Y. Clerk.
L.e.]
& to and 11.00 guaranteed. Trial bottle
there was a gay boat carnival and fire-' ver some steps last Sunday and hart
Mr. and Mrs. Strontof Bridgton were J owed the lower intervale land and
I
L tree copy of petition and order thereon.
IS oated away quantities of ont hay.
Straw hate at ooat V. H. Noyea Co. (i
isrseli quite seriously.
k David Flood'· Wednesday night
works.
Attest: JAMK3 E. HE WBY, Clerk.
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have gone to Vermont
port's mother.
Bishop Linde of Michigan and Prof.
Edward Hughes, also of Michigan, a
brother of Rev. Matt Hughes, are guests
of Prof. Caldwell at Camp Oxford.
A grange picnic was held Saturday in
Mr. Hunting's grove on the shore of the
pond. It was a very pleasant occasion
and much enjoyed by all present.
Mr. Jewett of Norway, a student at
Clark University, was in town last week
with stereoscopic views.
Verna Dennen has been quite sick,

the farm this year ever raised there.
Mrs. L. W. McLeod of Portland, and
Mrs. L. C. Parks of Cambridge, aunts of
Mrs. Chester H. Une, came last Wednesday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Lane for two
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great bargains.
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F. PLUMMER,
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NEW GOODS.

Miss Prince is just home from
New York and Boston, with a full
line of Seasonable Novelties, including a large line of Neckwear,

Belts, Jewelry, &cM «fee.
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5c. Prints in Medium Colors.
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thing iîi
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Truly,
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By=lo Talcum Powder.
preparation

A.j
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astringent
antiseptic ingredients
vegetable,
By-lo superior
By-lo
lutely non-irritating properties.
pervasive fragrance
especially
shaving.

purely

strictly

packages.

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
2

Stores,]™»»· J Maine.
Store, Paris Hill.

Discharge.

daugh-1

|

LACE CURTAINS

fh

Also Tapestry table and couch
Call and
Covers and Draperies.

For 49c. to $2.00 a pair in Nottingham
and $2.50 to $4.75 a pair in the new
Arabian color and style.
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Bolster & Co.
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G. Sessions is visiting relatives io Oxford for λ few days.
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a;»o has been put
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at
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PLUNDER TO

SPEAK

OF.

OXFORD

7; BRYANT'S

firing

NORWAY.

Bue Ball.

at South Parte.

Mies Alice Meeser of Haverhill, Mass., wheeler's insurance office entervisiting her uncle, E. X. Anderson.
ed AND OTHER PLACES TRIED SUNDAY

A wire cable tire
on Pyth an Block

iievSD ΤβΙ'ΝΚ KAILWAT.

Burglars

it

TOND

0.

*

One of the largest crowds of the waturned out Saturday afternoon to see 1
the Rame between Bryant'· Pond and
Oxford at the fair grounds, and although
the game was exciting and Oxford won
by only one score, it was not the kind of
a game that the crowd had expected and
hoped to see. It was thought that it
would be a well-played pitcher*' battle,
iostead it was a loosely played game in
which both pitchers were hit hard and
received poor support. In batting the
teams were very well matched, Oxford
making 9 hits with a total of 12 bases,
while Bryant's Pond made 9 hits with a
total of' 11.
Oxford's hits, however,
were a little more timely, especially
DeWolfe's three-base-hit, which came in
the third inning with three men on bases
and two men out.
The first two men at the bat for Oxford scored her first run, Pike leading oft
with a single and was followed by Fobs
with a fine double. In the third inning
singles by Davis and Foss, an error by
Day, a three-base hit by DeWolfe, and a
pass ball gave Oxford four more runs.
Again in the fifth, singles by Foss,
Adams and DeWolfe, and a sacrifice hit
by Wilson added two more to Oxford's
This ended their scorscore column.
ing, Bryant's Pond waking up and retiring them easily in the last three ingon

Read ad.

F. W. Faunce of the Smiley Shoo Store
Ib taking a two weeks' vacation.
All hands attended the circus Thurs-
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Eye Refractionist,
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St., Norway.
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Evangeline
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style, perfect goods
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TORTURING PAIN.
Half This Man's Sufferings Would
Have Killed Many a Person,
But Doan's Cured Him.

—

Carpets

Wool

Thousands of grateful people are tell·
every day how Doan's Kidney Pills

ing

cured them of distressing and dangerous
kidney and bladder troubles.
Yet other thousauds are suffering every
day from these same ills. Why? They
are either very negligent or very skeptical. Neglect of kidney disorders leads to
dropsy, diabetes. Bright'» disease and

close out odd patterns and clean

to

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

my kidneys. I do
not think that
to cure

VIAINE.

NORWAY,

any

man

ever

suffered as I
did and lived.
The pain in my
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E. W.

so
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back
bad that I
could not sleep
at
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could not ride
I
C. SPBAOUE.
A.
of
any
WINDOWS
I will furnish DOORS ami
unable even
a horse and sometimes wn
Size or Style at reasonable priées.
to ride in a car. My condition was critical when I sent for Doan's Kidney Pills.

Builders' Finish!

Also Window <fc Door Frames.

I used three boxes aud they cured me.
Now I can go anywhere aud do as much
I sleep well aud feel no disas anybody.

for Inside or
If la want of any kind of Finish
Ptne Luna
Outolde work, send In your order*. Cash.
for
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap

comfort

Wood K'.oor Board» for «ale
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Pianos.

Plumbing and Heating.
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Jobbing promptly
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L. M. Longloy,
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Norway,

Hay Tedder for Sale.
Osborne tedder,

new

last year and

very little used.
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aMRte 1) WIS. war), of Canton; aecon·!
presented for allowance by Oeo. Λ

Spruce,

*<îTKLL\ M. JUDKINS. ward, of «feenw.kxI ;
account presented for allowance
Edward W. Penley, guardian.

and
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guardian.
ADDISON K. HEKRICK.Ju.lgeot aaldCoun.
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Referee le Bankruptcy

Hemlock
delivered at

PARIS,

MAINE.

.toil have sold
raP*

nearly

Another^hing

corporation.
^

C. H.

PRIDE. Clerk.

B-ale.

No. 174.—Picture Puzzle: 1. F Pipe.
2. Ear. 3. Anchor. 4. Ax. 5. Cable K.
tt. Oar S. Firecrackers.
No. 175.—Charade: Brace-let.
Double Acrostic: SweetNo. 170.
brier. Crosswords—1. Scrub. 3. Warbler. 3. Ell. 4. Erie. 5. Transfer.
No. 1C7.—Arithmograph: Thackeray.
No. 178.—Diamond: 1. I. 2. End. 3.
Hedge. 4. Impeded. 5. Recipient. 6.
Independent. 7. Reconquer. 8. Prod10. End. 11. T.
uce. 9. Avert.
No. 170.—Riddle: A hut.
No. 180.— Two Cities: Simplicity.

Puguacity.

to be considered is the low cost as
cent cheaper, according to the quantity
compared with shingle,, being 20 to
r cedar, making allowance for the extra
and thickneaa used, than a medium
cost of laying the shingles.
There are ma ay roofe so Hat that shingles are entirely
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a email part of
the cost. It ia eapecially adapted to pia :za* and dormer windows.
By using
Paroid it ia practicable to build ahads, pou Ury houses, Ac., with flat roofs at a big
saving in material. We have the well kno κη Neponset Red Rope Roofing which
e years or more.
We shall be pleased
in'»™»«01 on application.

40jm

<lu·^

Agents,

LEARNS
SOMETHING

MR. ROOSTER

A

Larve Order.

Artiste sometimes find that persons
who are abundantly able to buy pic-

GASTORIA

to appreciate
tures are not so well able
alms of art.
tlie possibilities and the
that a
The artist Iloppner related
stockbroker, with hi* wife and

wealthy

1
For Infants and Children.
mm
SA The Kind You Have
ISS
Always Bought
ÀVegetabie Preparation

once
Ave sons and seven daughters,
said:
The
gentleman
him.
called
upon
Mr. Rooster finished bis breakfast
the grade of tbis road we
are. a
"Well. Mr. Painter, here we
is more than 13,000 feet to the mile?"
*nd picked up α book to read. He
How much will yon
"How wonderful!" she said languidly. was α great render and be liked books. baker's dozen.
>le lot of
demand for painting the wb
"Tee, and there is a line of road in
"Tills is good," be said, au be glanced
discount?"
us. prompt p.iyment for
this state wbere there is what they call
down the page.
the
the 'loop,' and they say that when a long
"Why. that will depend." replied
"What Is?" asked bis wife.
train of cars is going over it they have
the dimensions, stylo,
artist,
"upon
"I'll read It," answered Mr. Rooster,
to run very slow to keep the cowcatcher
and"—

"Do you

know, dear,"

said,
are riding over

and he read:
"'Never let

.21

a

day

learning something.'

"

go by

without

"That is very good." said his wife.
Mr. Rooster laid the book down and
strolled out Into the street.
"I wonder what I can learn today?"

he said to himself.
Several boys were gathered In the
street about a big red thing that looked
like a very fat bologna sausage to Mr.
As he looked on the boys
Rooster.

turned and ran away.
"That Is foolish," said Mr. Rooster.
"They should have waited and learned

Queen.'

similating foe Food andBegula-

At^e afOUa-SAHUELPtrOBR
JbcSmm* *
RtAdU SJé-

Afitm***'

uKSStAto,

Aperfect Remedy for Constipa
Hon, Sour Stotnarh. Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

urrcd, and
in which a death had
this was the reason why Martha and
h^:· cat moved to (he shahhv and stuffy
little garret.
II

a

Facsimile Signature

beautiful young lady in the dim corner out what It was.
"All I see." said he ns he perched
of the hotel piazza for the last hour and
a half."
himself qii top of the affair—"all I see
"Well, sir?" asked the younger one, is a little fizzing tire over at this end."
haughtily.
At this \ery moment there was a ter"When a young man and a young
rible explosion as the firecracker went
woman sit side by side in a secluded
off.
spot for that length of time it is generalForty feet In the air it sent Mr. Roosly conceded that there are at least five or
ter. Every feather In his tail and half
six opportunities for stealing a kiss."
"Sir, I am amazed at you ! No matter the feathers on his back were blown
what you may think you saw I can say out. Ills eyes were filled with powder;
on my word of honor that I have not his feet were burned to blisters.
kissed the young woman."
When he landed on the ground he
"Exactly. Didn't I just say you ought didn't know whether he was dead or
to be ashamed of yourself?"—Chicago
alive.
Tribune.
lie finally pulled himself together
Item of Strength.
and hobbled home to roost as best he

probably

c£#fflES5*

Λ

Tl(Cfr,

sallied forth to lind him.
Crouching like a cat, with back up
and whiskers bristling, it waited iU
Chance for a spring. One of the natives,
more venturesome than the rest, boldly charged it. With a sudden blood
curdling growl it was upon him and
he was brushed from his horse like a
man of straw." And then, though he
wa.i a man of fully 14."» pounds weight,
the great beast seized him as a cat
seizes a kitten and started off with
him toward the Jungle. It was impossible to shoot for fear of killing the
man, and so we had to make the chase
one of strategy.
Finally, near the edge
of the undergrowth, we cornered the
tiger, and it dropped its luckless burden. Then a bullet from an express
rille ended its days of pillage. It had
carried the man half a mile, and,
strange to say. lie was little injured.—
Leslie's.

L

111 ο 11
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l

ed."

ITe who expresses his willingness to
die for :i woman always reserves the
rlcr'ii t » flx the d ite of his demise.

Hints.

Will
Will

cure
core

ALMOST
AS

Is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and youV Rural Free Delivery Carrier
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD
AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm anil have n«.t
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The régulai price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLV
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

Tribune, which is

DAILY

Boih Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW.
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Sired by Dakk Devil., 2.0!), by Mamiiiun'o Kino, "The Handsomest llirse ίιι
.Ikwki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.111-2; Diamond
the World." I)am Jkwei..
hind ankle
King, (p) 2 li) 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right
white. Foaled June 8, 1880. Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mont Jk I>£·.
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; (ïlobe, j 11
10 others
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (ρ) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; Ami
in 2.30.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER, Sol TM
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS: «23 TO WARRANT.

the medicine when I reach New

York. I am anxious in the matter, for it
did tr.e more good than anything I have
ever taken and I must have several botMai:v Churchill
tles right aw:y."
Emmett, of "Sowing the Wind" Co.
—

d&tf&T

Bright's Disease.
Diabetes.

Will cure Stone in Bladder.
Will cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

"Grandpa, do you have
good to get into heaven?"
"Yes, my boy."
"Well, I've about made

to try for the booby prize."

to be awful
op my mind
^

j ihurtleff A Co.

Mr. Corrigan—How much d'yez charge
j 1er pull in' teat'?
Dentist—With gas, one dollar.
Mr. Corrigan—An' how much wld

, >r

I

loight?

Foley'· Kidney Care will oare all
arising from disordered kidneys

< llseMea

bladder.

NOTICE.

In your presence I make
my dear.
payment Immediately.
shall not presume to call It a will."—
LIZZIE A. MILLETT.
July 18,1905.
Chicago Tribune.
NOTICE.

"I bad diabetes in its worst form,"
irrites Marion Lee of Dunreath, Ind. "I
tried eight physician· without relief.
3nly three bottles of Foley's Kidney
[Jure made me a well man." F. A.

, tlectric

"Yes,

V. ▲. Shurtleff à Co.

Λ Cuckoo That Stutter·.

Even the cuckoo, which has no home,
Is strangely faithful to. locality. In an
Essex district an old cuckoo, known to
the whole place by α distinctive stammer In his speech, was seen and heard
regularly In the same parish for seven
consecutive years.—London Outlook.
Continual Opportunity.

The subscriber h-reby gives noUce that lie
has been duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament t>f
HIRAM W. KI FIELD, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demande against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

Clilmcrtlirliiu (4), 2.2s I 4, ulre of Hurl-la
Clilme.i (|>), 24ι» 1-4, ami 2 other* in 2.'!o.

l)am of

I

NOTICE.

λ/ :

Mambrino King, I-'"'.'.
1S2Î·.

by Dictator, 113.
La 0*ralctta, 2.2*·' 3-4: >rramlam of
of
Almont
<lam
2.27
1-2;
Itlalne,
I.ucrctla, 2.20;
Dictator, t-lre of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS,
TERMS: $2.> TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

3d dam, Mermaid,
Sinter of

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS.
If in want of a dog try the Collie.

House of S rooms, stal»!c and two
of land, fruit trees, etc. All in

acres

good

beauty, superior intelligence
general usefulness on the farm
and about the home will surprise y m.

condition. Apply to
F. A. T\YLOR,

Buckfield,

J. WALDO

MK.

FOK SALE.

For Sale.

Their
and

Me.

Μ. Ε. BENNETT,
Bucktield, Me.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Wanted.
Laily or içonlleman of fuir education to travel
|κτ
fora llrra of $150,000caplUl. Salary
Addrcee
year and expends, paid weekly.
M.PEBCIVAL. South l'art.. Me.

MASONIC BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

QUAKER RANGE

The

nickel

rails

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

George

,Bd

50 cts., w..k .<

Hobbs'

W.

Variety Store, Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

hereby gives notice that she For
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
\
SAMUEL F. DAILY, late of Canton,
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given.'

Great opportunities seldom present
themselves, but every moment of every
All persons having
bonds as the law direct·.
hour of thy conscious life Is an oppor- Jeftunds
against the estate of said deceased arw
tunity to Improve thyself, which for ieelred to present the same for settlement, ami
Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-}
thee is the best and moat necessary ill
Déni Immediately·
1
NELLIE F. DAILY.
18th, 1906.
July
thing—

Foaled .1 une

by Almont, Jr.,

.......
2d dam, Toilet,
Dam of ltcsliluary legatee, 2.31 1-2; Ueyacr Boy,
2.3014.

I

|

by

Dam, The Countess

|
]

DIRECT.

COUNT

Black colt, large stripo, front ankles white, hind legs white.
1902. Bred at Village Farm.
Sikkd π ν Dibkct IIat., 2.04 1-4.

payment Immediately.
GEORGE ▲. WILSON.
Jaly 18,1905.
The subscriber

GASTORIA

MS

DECORATE.

some timoaeol
"WHILE In your citybottles
of the True
bought several
'L. F.' Atwood's Bittersot your store and
found that It greatly benefited ine. 1
wish to cet seme ir.ore. I ser.d you my
route and several addressed stamped envelopes. Please tell me where I cai pro-

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed executrix of the last will
and testament of
LUCETTA M. WINSLOW, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, doceaeed. All persons
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to

jCl

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Kvery inch a king. Black stallion, white ankle*
behind, 10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

Oculist,

"What are you doing with that sheet
of paper, Orvllle?" sharply asked his
wife.
"I am making a wish," answered Mr.
Meekun.
"A wish?"

1 cl

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

The Talented Actress Finds the
"L. F." Medicine Indispensable

Tenney,

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE.

ο

TNI eCNTftVN «OMMNT. NCW TO·· CITY.

Mary Ghurohiil Emmett

of that year, and Corsica reverted to
ger as it corrects irregularities and has 2ϋ
So Certain, Safe and Reliablo that No
cured many old men of this disease. Mr. France.
Other Medioine Can Take Its Place
writes:
Rodney Burnett, Rock Port, Mo.,
CookfiiK In Nnplcn.
"I suffered with enlarged prostate gland
and kidney trouble for years and after
In Naples cooking Is done anywhere
Dr. Austin
taking two bottles of Foley's Kidney and anyhow—Inside and outside, on
Cure I feel better than I have for twenty sheet iron stoves, on tin boxes, in stone
years although I am now 91 years old."
jars or in clay baked earth. Here α
P. A. Shnrtleff & Co.
cobbler sils from early to late out on
Katherine—I wonder who wrote the a corner of a sidewalk near a public
"Latrina," to which he attends whenpoem "Down in a Coal Mine"?
Madeline—One of the minor poets, I ever necessary; when not, he mends;
will be at Elm House, Norway,
also makes shoes. Near him Is a gransuppose.
ite arrangement where he cooks his Tuesday, Aug. let, and let Tuenlay
Office
meals.
It Is about one foot high, of each following month.
Importent to Mother·.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
square and open at the top. with space hours, ίο :3ο A. M. to 4 p. M.
a aafe and sure remedy for Infanta and children,
deep enough for some charcoal. BeEyes Examined free.
and see that it
low the coal is a grate. On one side
NOTICE.
at the bottom Is an opening for draft,
In the District Court of the UnltC'l States for the
and a savory smell always arises from
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
a little black pot if one passes there In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
FRANK 0. DAME,
In Un For Over 30 Yeara.
at noon or toward the evening. I saw
of Rumford Fallu, Bankrupt. )
drop. For the person, however, who
Kind You Bave Always Bought.
The
Dame In the
of
Frank
G.
creditors
To
the
a stove and a woman busy cooking out
makes the tirst call not to make a secCounty ot Oxford ami district aforehuM :
ond after the former one has been
on a balcony, with about six feet of
Notice Is hereby given that on the 1st day of
courteously returned would be indefen"And do you find married life all you stovepipe braced against the railing.— April, A. D. 11)05, the said Frank G. Dame was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
sible for some very cogent reason. Why expected it to be?" asked the bachelor
Chicago Tribune.
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
it?—
to
an
begiu
acquaintance only drop
friend. "More," replied the ex-bachelor.
House, in South I'arte, on the Pth day of Aug.,
Ex.
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
I
never
"I find it a whole lot of things
iluw Dow Kuriim.
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
even dreamed of."
Dow was formerly supposed to fall claims, appoint α trustee, examine the bankrupt,
Dress Becomingly.
and transact such other business as may properly
from the heavens, ami to this come before said
THREATENED.
softly
CONSUMPTION
meeting.
To youth and health the girl who
South Paris, July 80, 1905.
be ascribed many current
belief
may
211
C.
Maple St., Champaign,
Unger,
wants to be attractive must add the grace
UEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
She III., writes: "I was troubled with a ami poetical phrase»; but dew does
of neatness and suitable dress.
should study herself, her good points, backing cough for a year and I thought not fall In the exact meaning of the
NOTICE.
a
tried
I
had
of
I
The
condensation
great
bad
term.
water;
her
consumption.
that she may heighten;
points,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
many remedies and was under the care vapor follows upon the chilling of the has been duly appointed administratrix of the
that she may lessen their effect.
for
several
months.
I
of
of
for
estate
red
with
physicians
A girl
instance, may
hair,
air. This Is seen as the earth cools
A. C. THOMAS KING, late of Paris,
and
so dress herself that she will be delight- used one bottle of Foley's Honey
toward night, and It takes place most In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
ful to look at. She must learn to choose Tar. It cured me and I have not been
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
rapidly near the ground. Grass and demands
the right shade and color. She must troubled since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
against the estate of said deceased arc
other vegetation cools more rapidly desired to present the same for settlement, and
avoid purples, crude pinks, and violet
"If you go any deeper," said the than the air above It. The air in con- all indebted thereto are requested to make paythe
but
bronze-browns,
contrasts;
ment Immediately.
bald-headed man to the mosqui- tact with plants is thus chilled and deALICE M. IIALL.
July 18,1905.
creams, faint blues, and delicate greene patient
smash
you."
will euit her, and bring out the loveli- to, "I'll
posits its moisture upon the leaves of
NOTICE.
the
warntormentor
"If you do," sang
ness of her complexion, and tbe rich
the plants In dew. YVbeh the chilling
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be ha«
ingly, "your blood will be on your of the air proceeds further, the mois- been
lights in her hair.
duly appointed administrator of the
head."
A atout girl must not wear plaids, nor
ture may be precipitated to a consider estate of
HORATIO
WOODBURY, late of Paris,
load her dress with
trimmings and QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUF- able height above the earth's surface, In the
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
flounces. A slender girl, on the other
as
the
law
directs. All persons having
bonds
we
call
what
FERERS.
fog.
and It then becomes
demands against the estate of safd deceased are
hand, should avoid stripes that add to
imaffords
and
Tar
the
same for settlement, and
desired
to
Foley's
Honey
present
inches.
her
aU Indebted thereto are requested to make payΤ lie Μ ii IT.
Attention to shoes and gloves, to mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
ment Immediately.
and if taken in time will
ALTON C. WHEELER.
July 18,1905.
In many of the portraits of the sixnicety in tbe matter of neckwear, to worst stages
cuffs and collars, and the trifles that effect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co,
teenth century one often sees a strip
NOTICE.
give pretty finishing touches will make a
subscriber hereby gives notice that he
Young Nerveleigb—Congratulate your- of rich, soft fur wound around the hasThebeen
girl seem beautiful, when perhape she
appointed executor of the
self, old man; I'm to be a son of yours. wrist of a noble dame. This was used last will andduly
testament of
bas little claim to that distinction.
Old Gotrox—What! You don't mean to cover the neck or fulfill the funcEMMA D. RICKEK late of Water fonl,
The name of "old maid" is often apOxford, deceased, and given
say my daughter is going to be your tion of the muff, and to It was often In the County of directs.
All persons having
plied to the girl who takes exquisite to
bonds as the law
wife?
attached a small animal's head or a demands against the estate of said deceased are
care of her wardrobe, and in a tone
but
she
no;
the
same
for settlement, and
to
desired
Nerveleigh—Oh,
Young
should
present
in
metal and
meant to be depreciative. Why
skull cunningly wrought
aU indebted thereto are requested to make payto be a sister to me.
such a trait which is so estimable be bas promised
The ment immediately.
adorned with precious stones.
CHARLES M. COOLIDGE.
generally regarded as objectionable? It
Many persons in this community are first Venetian muffs were small, made July 18,1905.
would be a blessing if more women, marfrom kidney complaint who of a single piece of velvet, brocade or
NOTICE.
suffering
ried and single, were endowed with it or
could avoid fatal results by using Foley's silk lined with fur, the opening enrichThe subscriber hereby given notice that he I
cultivated it. Women take the best of
has been duly appointed executor of the last
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff -A Co.
ed with gold or silver buttous sot with
care of precious bits of jewelry, rare old
will and testament of
stones.
1G<12 the muff seems to
MARGARET BROWN, late of Paris,
By
lace, pictures and bric-a-brac; why
"Excuse me, madam," said the polite
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
should they not be equally good to the
"but I crave your assistance. The have been recognized as the necessary bonds as the law directs. All uereond having
bobo,
adjunct of the wardrobe of a woman demands against the estate of said deccaaed an·
clothing, for which they pay large annual iron has entered my soul."
desired to present the same for settlement,
sums? As for its being old-maidish to
the icy-hearted lady, of fashion.
"That,"
replied
and all Indented thereto are requested to make
shake and brush and carefully put away "is doubtless
so
look
why you
rusty."
payment immediately.
each article as it is taken off—that is all
JAMES <«. WRIGHT.
July 18,1905.
nia Laat With.
And she slammed the door.

Ά

%

EXACT COPY Of WRARPCR.

sign

In well-regulated households no caller
is ever told at the door that the servant
"will see whether the mistress is at
Instructions to that
home or not."
effect should be given jn advance so that
a caller's time may not be wasted in
such investigation.
In going upstairs a woman is given
precedence by a man, but in descending
a staircase he goes tirst, to avoid the
risk of stepping upon her gown, or, in
case of a misstep, to afford her support.
In nothing does a girl show herself
underbred so much as when lacking in
respect and deference to her mother, except when such affront is offered to her
father. If such a one had the gift of
seeing herself as others see her, she
would feel nothing but disgust.
It is very bad form not to return a first
call unless the caller be a really objectional person to know. But the first call
returned, none other need follow and
the acquaintance may be allowed to

First Cannibal.—"How'd it happen
that the shipwrecked dude was scratched
off the bill of fare?"
Second Cannibal—"We found at the dered brick dust and paraffin. Polish
last minute that he was a cigarette with
dry brick dust or emery cloth.
tiend."
To stiffen a felt hat place a wet cloth
on the brim of the hat and pass a hot
It will wash and not rub off
iron over this till it is dry. This treatall
This complexion
envy me,
ment will render the felt quite firm.
It's no secret bo I'll tell
An easy way to clean lamp chimneys is
Take thou Rocky Mountain Tea.
to hold them for a minute or two in the
F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Steven·. tteam of a
boiling kettle; rub dry with
» clean cloth and polish with a piece of
The Magazine Editor—That blank toft paper.
reree of yours—
To give linen a gloss pour a pint of
The Poet—Beg pardon, but why do joiling water on two ounoee of gum
rou call it "blank verse?"
trabic, cover till next day, then strain It
The Magazine Editor—I'm a religious < iarefully and put it in a olean bottle,
nan and don't like to swear.
rwo teaepoonfule of this stirred Into a
>int of ordinary starch will give collars
of newness.
md cuffs an
Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine !1 Tar atalnsappearance
should be rubbed with
roe from poisons and will cure any ease
taraffin or turpentine.
>f kidney disease that is not beyond the 1
Soot may be removed from the chimney
each of medicine. V. A. Shurtleff A
1 >y burning a plaoe of aioo in th· ator·.
!0.

Jj

t>

I

DlISJS

A

llfmriiibprn!.
"Γοιιιρ back for something you've
forgotten, as usual?" said the husband.
"Xo," replied Ills wife sweetly, "I've
come back for something I rememberSlip

cure

of

NEW YORK.

In ISM one of the Ilagenbecks ami
Herman lïoger, a hunter in the family's
employ, went to India for tigers. Hearing of a savage man eater in a certain
district, they organized a party and

"Toung man," said the elderly gentleΓΓ SENT HIM FORTT FEOT IN THE A IB.
man with the fatherly eyes, "you ought
to be ashamed of yourself."
Now I shall go
what the thing Is.
"Why-why-why, sir, what do you over there and lenrn something."
mean?" stammered the young man.
So he strutted over to the big red
"From the shelter of these palms," exand looked at it all around and
tiling
have
plained the elderly person, "I
both
ut
ends, but he couldn't make
with
that
while
sat
watched you
you

Use
For Over
Thirty Yeers

miiytem fhnm

pettc.l. It was the custom ot the
family to shut up for two years a room

Dut I

of

nor Mineral

Opium.Morphine

NotHarcotic.

ten

ii

Signature

Promotes Digestion£heerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither

"

lonely
er the general's death, a companion
which the old general himself had of-

11:»

Bears the

ting the Stomachs andBowels of

Where Martha Waalilnirton Died.
In
Martha Washington did not die
in
the same room as her husband, but
a room iu the garret, under whose slopin
ing roof the heat was Insufferable
In winsummer and the cokl not slight
window.
ter, lighted only by a dormer
The lower corner of the door of this attic room is cut off. This was done for
the convenience of the cat which was
Mrs. Washington's sole companion in
her
vigil of eighteen months aft-

Λ

Κ

fi

for As-

"Oh. that's all settled!" replied tills
followed tin* experson, who evidently
what
cellent plan of knowing exactly
he wanted when be went shopping
one
"We are all to be touched off iu
as life, all seated upon
as
large
piece,
our lawn at Clapham and all singing
'fïod Save the

1

--Ά

composition

conduct in the households of which tho your blood run cold.
eye, the island fell Into Itritish hands,
children in their turn will be the heads.
and George III. formally accepted the
A woman never judges a man's ability
It is no longer customary at the tables
of
crown
Corsica, appointing Sir
as a liar by the compliments ho hands
of those socially well-placed to serve tho
George Elliot as British viceroy and
her.
hostess first. It is an old fashion, a surallowing the Corsiraus to retain their
vival of the times when for tbe hosts to
MEN PAST SIXTY ΓΝ DANGER.
legislative assembly. In 171MJ the actaste wine or food tirst was the assurance
More than half of mankind over sixty tivity of the French navy in other
to the guests that it was not poisoned.
of age suffer from kidney and
parts of the Mediterranean resulted In
At church weddings every woman, in- yoars
bladder disorders, usually enlargement
a sudden decision of the British govcluding the bride, should wear a hat— of
prostate gland. This is both painful ernment to withdraw from the Island.
unless she wears a veil. This is accordand dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure
ing to custon and precedent.
of dan- The evacuation was completed on Oct.
ehould be taken at the first

A little chloride of lime mixed with
water will quickly remove ink stains
from eilver Irk stands, etc.
Clean flatirons with very finely pow-

I*aroid forabout t hree yearn
100,000 feet and he sale is

s. P. MAXIM & s SON,

The Boss—First, I'll have to test your
as a singer of popular songs.
Go
ahead. The Prospective Officeboy—Excuse me, sir, but I can't sing a note.
The Boss—Can't! Then you're the boy I
want. I'll give you $3 a week and you
can start in now.

ability

Folks

Littl*

Little Hints on Good Breeding.
One's ailments are never matters of
public interest, and one's troubles annoy
those whom they do not sadden.
George Ade was telling about some could.
bad
that
Guests should not allow their hosts to buildings
"Have you learned anything today?"
collapsed, half
incur needless expense on their behalf. finished.
asked his wife as he entered the chicktwo
these
should
of
friends
"I once heard
builders, en house.
When visiting city
they
pay their own cab hires, car fares, ex- who, over a glass of beer, met and talked
"Yes." he answered. "I've learned
if
this:
and
like
telephone tolls,
together
press charges,
but I don't know what It
something,
"
luck
have
better
at
sent
long distances, but,
'Jones, you always
messages are
Dispatch.
Is."—Pittsburg
in
is
better
will
it
host
not
if the
than me.'
permit
14
'Better luck? How so?'
taste to yield tbe point than to prolong a
"
discussion.
'Why, how else do you account for
Cnroicn nn«] Knjrlnml.
In order that children may learn polite- my row of new houses blowing down in
It Is an almost forgotten fact that
weren't
while
with
treated
wind
must
be
week's
last
courtesy
yours
ness, they
—thanked when they do little services, harmed? All were built the same—same for a period of a little more than two
and spoken to in a controlled voice when woodwork, same mortar, everything.'
years during the Napoleonic wars Cor"
'Yes,' said the other builder, 'but sica was a British possession. After
reprimanded. Above all else, parents
and elders must treat one another with you forget that mine had been paper- the evacuation of Toulon the Hritlsh
well-bred politeness before them, for ed." '—New Orleans States.
government felt it necessary to take
children are very imitative little creatdo the island, and Lord Ilood, with Nelwill
that
a
book
want
Customer—I
ures.
son as brigadier, was sent to drive out
The behavior of father and mother for hot weather reading.
Bookseller—All right, sir. Hero is a the I'roiu-h. With the capture of Calvl,
toward each other sets an example that
make July 12, 1794, where Nelson lost his
serve as the standard of ghost story that is warranted to
will

Dear Gue:—I have solved the motherin-law problem, just give her regularly
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
It
will make her healthy, happy and docile nonsense.—McUall's.
as a lamb.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
F A. Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.
Household

has_

totoÏtoh <rapïw"Λ

Financially Embarraaaed.

"Why is llarklus rushing around eo
excitedly?" "Why, he says his baby is
"(Jet out!
financially embarrassed."
IIow could a buby be financially embarrassed?"
"Oh, he swallowed a
cent, you kuow."

vens.

To th« Stockholders of the Oxford Central K'ecttk κ. κ
Thert! will U- a meeting of the etockholder*
and substcrlbere for stock ot the Oxford Centra!
Klectrtc H. K. at No 3 Deerln^ St ett. Norway,
Maine. Thunxlay. I'th of August, 1*6, at 10
o'clock. A. *··. to .«ee what action aald t>t"ckholder> will take upon the <|ue4tlon of dissolving the

satisfy

^'WavrLlled

suit us.—Yonkers Statesman.

If y:m are troubled with dizzy spells,
headache, indigestion, constipation, HolSix pigs, five weeks old, and pure lister's Rocky Mountain Tea will make
well and keep you well. If it fails
blood Holstein bull, two years old. you
get your money back. That's fair. 35
H. M. BERRY, South Paris. cents. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Oriη Ste-

you should know t hat Paroid
is no experiment. It
been on the m trket about
ten years and has stood the test. In lt«· the U. S.
Government used a large amount of it in l?uoa; four
ytars later, it having proved so
:tory, they
ordered 1,3ϋ0,000 feet for shipment to a [anila, and
id now aro
of
aro
it.
The
sales
they are still using
well up to 400 carloads a year or app roximately

place

In Good Condition.
Nervous Old Lady (on s&veuth floor
of hotel)—Do you know what precautions the proprietor of the hotel has
taken against tire?
Porter—Yes. mum; he has the place
inshoored for twice what it's worth.-

FOR SALE.

We want to spin^You a yam ab
In the tiret

1ÎM».—Curloaa Gem·.

Key to the Puzzler.

Fir,

Poplar

WEST

WfCE.

.«.»■«;!.?Bankruptcy.

If this Indian is beheaded there will

be u great tumult.
I saw an Indian who carried a dry
multiple fruit and a coarse, stout boot
This Indian has the foot of a beu
which take away and note the articulation of the thigh and leg bones.
lie gave me "a quick, smart blow"

No. 173.—Prefixes: F-olio.

Ε. H. PIKE,

wier.

In U» DM« Ceen o<
the District of Maitte. In

Η

any station.

ale, wants, of l>en·

BKVN et

1st·.—Indian Tribe·.

—

Wilson. guar<ll!in.

MAY

%

PEELED PULPWOOD.

ailinlnl.-trator.

^couT.t
■

\f«, v.iUf»ly τ.·».·ί«ίιΙβ mac !y for
*tu u. 35c *t *«'tr-'.ruitjit··!,.

hiMree'T

Wanted.

of HirtforK

iiutrihii't

ELIXIR

« ·' ?.·,

IMS.—Mlnalnu Rhyme.

Mr. Bacon—I wish you'd ruu down
SOUTH PARIS. there uud see If you can And u flat to

Nichols St.,

>brj «~k»; "^^i.iiZhc·! « *·■»·>'

Inatrument.

▲ Happy Thought.
Mrs. Bacon—I see the walls of many
of the houses in Mexico ure from three
to six feet thick.

L. M. TUFTS,

SJSSUTSSSS'l»·

Muuleal

Tit-Blts.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ΡΚΟΒΛΤΚ NOTICES.

here

gem.
One-half of garden and mesh work
make a gem.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

To all persons Interval la either o( th<· KM:·.* »
hereinafter namejl :

is

structure

A Journey, α relative and a course
make a gem.
A letter and a nobleman make a

Crayon, Water color,

in

J. F. L1SCOMB,
Agent, Franklin
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Vice President
CALVIN AUSTIN
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

KU11IIIOIπ

fumons

What
shown?

No.

Mats, Mirrors

the
yia
insured

sa
asvussw*^
uo It
see cause.

hour at a time.
frequently danced for
It is an especially good dance to have at
a summer resort where there are many
strangers, for after "Dan Tucker" everybody feels acquainted.

with "a garden tool."

and Pictures,

at

beginning

tbe caller announces, "Right hands to
partners and all grand chain." Everybody hurries and talks to every one else
as they go round the circle, for when
"Dan Tucker" is called the person whose
hand you are holding is your partner
through the two-step, until the next
grand chain is called.
Occasionally the caller substitutes for
some man who is tired or can't dance
the two-step, and when he .calls "Dau
Tucker" there is always a shout, "It's
not fair to wait until you get the partner
you want and then call 'Dan Tucker!' or
"Why didn't you let us grand chain a

little longer?"

No.

Picture Frames

Commencing June 11th, fiom Portland
S F. m., and frotn Boston at . »\ *

...
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No.

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the iceia'oraao &l1 ia aUrorbed. Relief U iinmeiiiaic aad α cute follows. It ie not drying—doea
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cent· at Drugύ s w or by tna.i ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY UKOTilERS, 50 Warren Street, New York

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.
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The heart of a hero named
Once failed him. He had some —;
But. taught by a spinner,
lie fought and was winner.
The lesson he found of some

over

$1.25.
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Structure.

A musical Instrument, a deep breathIns. and strings of u musical instrument, make α musical instrument.
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The last three letters of each word
are the same as the first three letters
of the following word.

season

an

PRINCIPAL.

E. C. DeWitt £ Co., Chicago

Probate court

question?

popular dance this
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he

at the
seashore and in the mountain resorts
where a weekly "hop" is a feature is
called "Dan Tucker," because it includes
a few of the changes danced in the oldfashioned measure that was such a
favorite a generation ago. It combines
the ever popular two-step with a few
lancer changes that give tbe dancers time from shoving the last car of the train off
the track, for It is right in front of the
to cool oft after their exertions.
Perhaps the reason it is in such de- engine."
"How wonderful!"
mand by the young people is because of
"Isn't it, though? And there is one
the frequent change in partners, for
when "Dan Tucker'1 is called tbe person place here where If you drop a stone
fall in a
you are dancing with is your partner, from the oar window it will
whether a stranger or friend. Another straight line 19,000 feet before it strikes
good feature about it is the fact that no anything."
"How wonderful!"
definite number of couples is necessary.
It may be danced by ten or twelve, or by
"Tee, and they say that the velocity of
the wind on Pike's peak sometimes
fifty or sixty couples.
u
reaches 46,000 miles an hour."
When "Dan Tucker" is announced
"Just think! Isn't it wonderful?"
lively two-Btep is played, and the couples
"And the ties and rails for eome of
who .intend to dance, two-step about the
hall in a big circle, or if it is too warm these Rocky mountain railroads had to
The only rule be brought away up here on the tops of
they simply march.
necessary to follow is to keep all the the mountains on the backs of some of
women on the outside of the circle, leav- those little burroe we saw down below."
"How remarkable! Ând bow sweet of
ing their partners on the inside. They
dance or march as long as they wish, you, dear, to bring me out here where
and then tbe one man who has been se- such wonderful things have happened.
lected as the "caller" takes bis position It's ever so educational and awfully inTou are sure we will got
in the centre of the hall, and when lie teresting.
calls "Dan Tucker" the dancers stop and down all right, dear?"
no danger.
a
centre
there's
him
circle about him, making
They say
"O, yes,
for the big ring.
they never had but one accident on this
one.
a
curious
centre."
that
was
to
the
and
"Ladies
first
call
is
The
road,
mighty
The women then two-Btep past their They had a big mountain landslide once,
partners a little way toward the centre and a section of track a quarter of a mile
and stop. This makes two separate cir- long with a passenger train on it slid
cles, and is very attractive, as they all half a mile right down the side of the
two-step to the music, when the girls are mountain, and the train never left the
prettily gowned in light dresses and tbe track, and not a person was hurt."
"How wonderful! And how jolly to
men on tbe outer ring are in evening
have been in an accident of that kind.
garb.
Tbe second call is "Ladies face your It would be something to remember all
partners." In this figure the women are one's life. What a lot one can learn by
dancing in one direction and tbe men in traveling!"—Lippincott's Magazine.
the other.
Open to Criticism.
of the fun is when
But tbe
A

Dan Tucker has enough variety to
keep all the dancers interested, and is

The school has been placed on
approved list of the New England

W.
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is "as word?" Fish Is what tense?
In the above paragraph Ignore the
grammar and look for a hidden quesWhat is that
tion in natural history.

largely

College Certificate
catalogue to

M

—

MluM I»' Wl* »

to
1.
What I. Sala keeps
J. Kemp for $6.
track of in his daybook is the cash
paid—is that uot clear?
In the above statement In bookkeeping 11ι« hidden a question in geography. What is the question?
2. In the sentence, "Jack Fish Is as
good as his word," parse Jack. What

will opeu

rates.
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Ail other* are counterfeits—base Imieven
tation*. cheap ar.d worthiesa
dangerous DeWitt'* Witch Hazel Salve
la a specific for Pt.ea: Blind. Bleeding,
ltehlng and Protruding PiÎee. AlaoCuta>
Bu--j. Brulaea. Ssrair.a, Lacoraticna.
Ccntuifona. Bo· *. Carbunclea. Ecaema.
Tetter. Sa/t Rheum, and a., other Skin
Diaeetei.

steamers

Trustees

the

1

Wilch-Hazel

at

No. 1M3.—Senne and Nonienie.
Isaac Sala sells 2 bags of corn

strengthen the teaching force. Best and
most thorough instruction, at the lowest

M

y*· came to took tor when
buy witch Hazel Sa»*e.
Witch Hsuel Salve » th·
original end only ger.uir*. In fact
DeWltt'ala the o-.iy witch Hazel SaWe
that la made from the unadulterated
DeWitt la
to to

p*ro

tone,
"My whole!" 1 cried, aghast

Tuesday, Sept. 12, '05.

HARRY DUDLEY,
Bucktield.

rou

Superb

He threw It in my last.
Then fled as In an angry

The Fall Term

DeWitt

SoUl

you."
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Academy

Hebron
Of Hebron

to

PKIPARXO

(The quantity was vast!)
Too plain for him my offering;

1804-1905.

I have for sale a new tent, made of
nice heavy duck. Size 14 χ 23 feet.

Apply

T· my first a twggar came;
He sold hla need was last.
"Come in," I said; "here's food for

am

for Sale.

Tent

tions.

still at the Andrews House,
South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
ο ο ο
and organs, new and second hand, at the
ο ο ο ο ο ο
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
ο ο ο
Write for
cash or on easy payments.
1 have the best self
list of bargains.
To court; made of wood; pertaining
player for pianos in the world, don't fail to the teeth: the work which embodies
to hear it.
the civil and canonical laws of the
LOY S. EYSTEK, South Paris, Maine,
Jews; a bird inhabiting streams and
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
marshes; a fowl.
I

charge!

No

all."

at

A FRKE TUIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matehed Hani

1H1.—Arlthmocraph.
(A short proverb.)
9, 10, 12, 11, 8, a French city.
9, 7, 10, 12, a delicious fruit.
12, 10, 8, 0, a kind of file.
3, 2, 4, 3, to turn in different direcIV·.

12, 11, 9, to tear, to cut asunder.
Il 2. 10, 5, «-lose at hand.
1, 2, 5, 3, 4, S, organs of sensation.
8, 9, 10, 11. 1, a country In the south
other fatal diseases.
Sincere, honest testimony like the fol- of Europe.
8, 9. 10, 1. a very short space,
lowing should convince every skeptic.
β, 5, 11, 9, to fall in drops.
A. C. Sprague. stock dealer, of Normal,
111., writes: "For two whole years 1
No. 1SÏ.—Charade.
was doing nothing but buying medicines

up stock.

Wonderful.
A tourist who sat behind a bridal
couple on the Pike's Peak railway sajs
ladli
that he overheard the bridegroom giving
Oorreapondenoe on topic· of Interest to theaibmi
HOfcMM
le soudtod· AddroM : Editor
hi· bride Information regarding the diffiColumh· Oxford Democrat· Fiito, Maine.
culties that had been overcome in constructing some of the Rocky mountain
railroads.
New Dance is Like "Dan Tucker."
"that

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

In any
OAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
/
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